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Trinity Hosts Urban. Issues Forum
BY JOSH FREELY
News Editor
Trinity held its second an-
nual Urban Issues Forum on
Monday October 16th. Orga-
nized by Associate Academic
Dean J. Ronald Spencer as part
of a Pew Grant given to Trinity
in January 1994, the forums serve
to bring together scholars from
around the country to discuss
city-related issues.
The first of these forums
washeldlast April and was titled
"New Perspectives On Urban
Politics." This year's forum was
titled "Race, Poverty and Ameri-
can Cities" and focused on the
growth of minority poor within
America's urban landscape.
The Keynote address of the
forum was delivered by famed
University of Chicago Sociolo-
gist William Julius Wilson. The
author of such influential books
as The Declining Significance of
Race and The Truly Disadvan-
taged. Wilson's presentation
centered around the work he
was doing for another book,
what he termed "the new urban
poverty."
Inapassionate speechfilled
with both facts and anecdotes,
Wilson traced the erosion of job
bases in America's most pov-
erty stricken neighborhoods and
links that erosion to a break-
down in the social structures of
those communities.
He described new urban
poverty as a phenomenon in
which it becomes harder and
harder for people to climb out of
poverty.
This phenomenon is linked
to race in that this type of pov-
erty seems to only occur in mi-
nority neighborhoods in large
cities.
Finally, Wilson discussed
the need for the return of jobs to
these poverty stricken neighbor-
hoods so as to restore the social
base that is now missing. Ac-
cording to Wilson, if jobs re-
turned to the cities, the mere
responsibility and routine of
having a job would reform some
of the harmful social practices
found in the inner city today.
He also emphasized that in
the constant discussions of race,
so much of the dialogue is in the
negative, a return to a positive
unity based discussion from the
leaders of the country on down
was, he said, the key to solving
the rift between the races.
Following the keynote sev-
eral panels addressed both
raised in Wilson's speech or fur-
ther extensions of the urbanpov-
erty theme. The first panel was
entitled "Race, Poverty, and the
Crisis of America's Cities."
A range of experts in such
diverse fields as immigration
law,sociology andpublicpolicy
discussed what role race plays
in the discussion of poverty in
America's cities.
Most agreed with Wilson's
basic assumption that poverty
in American cities is inherently
tied to race. The panel also dis-
cussed the effects that recent
immigration has had on pov-
erty and how poverty specifi-
cally effects minority females.
After a catered lunch in the
Washington Room, the forum
please turn to pageS
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The Alph Chi Rho House was demolished last week. Pictured
here is the house only days before it was destroyed.
Alcohol Policy Becomes
Trustees Hold Quarterly Meetings
BY ERNESTO C. ANGUILLA
News Writer
In the past week most of
the trustee committees held
their quarterly meeting.
Among the numerous mee tings
conducted, the Student Life
Trustee Committee convened
last Thursday, October 19th,
and discussed several issues.
However, a majority of the
committee's rimewasoccupied
by discussion over the newly-
installed freshmen alcohol poli-
cies.
It was without a doubt the
most productive trustee meet-
ing I've ever witnessed," said
Mick Nardelli '97, Student Gov-
ernment Association (SGA) rep-
resentative and a member of
the committee.
He felt the trustees showed
genuine interestin the students'
perspective on the issue and
was happy over their reaction.
"The trustees were un-
aware of the adverse effects of
the alcohol policies," said
Nardelli. He was concerned
over a breakdown in the rela-
tionship that: has formerly been
present between resident assis-
tants and. students living in their
halls.
The new policies force
RA's to police their halls in a
much more strict manner. In
instances where residents may
have drinking or drug abuse
problems, they would be ap-
prehensive to approach the RA
because of a fear of being re-
ported to the administration,
said Nardelli.
This communication prob-
lem is not a speculative one,
Nardelli said, He claimed to
have witnessed the very prob-
lem on more than one occasion.
SGA President Karim
Sadik-Khan '96 did not share in
Nardelli's concerns. "He
[Nardelli] is not an RA and he
isn't a mentor. He can't speak
for them or for ORL [Office of
Residential Life]," he said.
Sadik-Khan provided sta-
tistics saying that only sevenstu-
dents have been reported to ORL
as a result of the alcohol poli-
cies. "It's a dead horse. It's time
we moved on to more relevant
issues."
Edward O'Callaghan '98,
an RA in Jones Hall, shared
Sadik-Khan's perspective on the
issue. "The positive effects [of
the alcohol policies] far out-
weigh the negative effects," he
said. "They create an environ-
mentmoreconducive to theper-
sonal lives of those living at
school."
The policy, which bans al-
cohol in all freshmen dormito-
ries, has shown positive results
in some past problem aTeas,
According to statistics; pro-
vided by the Dean of Students'
office, dormitory damage and
noise complaints have been on
the decline since the beginning
• of the academic year.
"m 1988, the school spent
$1 million to renovate Little
[Hall]... Theyjustspentanother
$200,000 to rebuild various bath-
rooms," said Sadik-Khan. He
stated that dormitory damage
has and is a result of alcohol
abuse-related problems.
"Wouldn't itbe nicer if we could
have spent that money of fi-
nancial aid instead of constantly
renovating facilities?"
"We can't provide statis-
tics for our case," said Nardelli.
He stated that problems such
as students leaving the Trinity
campus to party at other col-
leges on the weekends is one
that they cannot survey and
should not have to survey.
According to him, Trinity
is becoming a "suitcase cam-
pus." This is not a desirable
direction for the social life o
the school, said Nardelli,
Another situa turn brought
to Ihe trustees attention was
something Nardelli witnesses
often. As an employee at the
View, Nardelli often sees up-
pefclassmen and freshman
driving to downtown bars and
nightclubs.
He then finds that they re-
turn from these establishments
driving under the influence of
alcohol.
"Trinity College has al-
ways been seen as a work hard
and play hard school/' said
SGA Representative and com-
mittee member Jonathan
Epstein. He was also present a
the meeting with Nardelli
"With the anti-alcohol policies,
the administration thinks they
can curb the amount of alcohol
consumption."
Although Epstein agreed
tha t the condition of the dormi
tories has improved since the
implementation of the policies,
he echoed concerns over driv
ing to and from bars intoxi
ca ted. "The school should deli-
pleuse turn to pa«e 5
BY MATTHEW HENRY
Editor-in-Chief
Last Tuesday, the Alpha
Chi Rho (Crow) house.on 114
Vernon Street was knocked
down. The basis for the deci-
sion to knock down the house
were fire and health violations,
which the fraternity was unable
to rectify. When the majority of
students returned to campus
from Reading Week, they came
back to find not a trace of the
house.
Trinity College first tried to
purchase the house in the win-
ter of 1994. The Crow brothers
were reportedly told by the fire
marshal that they would not
have any problems with inspec-
tions.
While there were some in-
discretions found in the house,
Crow was promised time to
work out their house problems.
Shortly after another visit from
the fire marshal, howev er, Crow
was designated a hazard.
An eviction was posted,
and the brothers were forced to
leave the house. The house was
then put up for auction by the
city.
There, Trinity was able to
purchase Crow's house and ac-
quire the right to demolish the
building.
The brothers attempted to
thwart the destruction of the
house by claiming the house had
historical significance.
The first chapter of Alphi
Chi was housed at 114 Vernon.
However, the college contested
that the fraternity was founded
notin thehouse,butin Northam
Towers.
The college has reportedlty
drafted blueprints for a dormi-
tory in the vacant space. There
has also been talk of a recreation
center for the location.
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On The Right Track
n a decision that is well worthy of praise, the Trustees of
Trinity College have decided to lift the cap on tenure-track
professorial positions. Along with a directive that the Dean
of Faculty and the Educational Policy Committee (EPC) makeplans
for substantial growth in the number of these positions, a review of
curricular needs will ensue. The Dean of Faculty and EPC have also
been granted the ability to convert up to three tenure-track posi-
tions from contract and adjunct funding into three additional
positions.
This action is long overdue at Trinity College.
The freeze on hiring tenure track professors was instituted
fifteen years ago. The reversal of that decision cannot come at a
more opportune time. It has been said that the College relies too
much on part time and adjunct professors, but this is an opportu-
nity to alleviate this concern. If the college wishes to improve its
reputation as an institution of the highest quality, it must ensure
that its academic departments are stocked with quality full-time
faculty.
Many dep artments have been sorely lacking in full-time profes-
sors. Departments such as Fine Arts, Modern Languages, and
Anthropology would all be much better off with more tenure-track
professors.
It has been the case over the last few years that many visiting
professors have turned out to be some of the most intriguing
educators to walk through the front gates. It is unfortunate that in
the past these professors have not been afforded the opportunity to
remain at a College that they have served so well. However, it does
prove that there are exceptional educators out there who want to
come to Trinity. For the first time in a long while, the college has the
opportunity to keep and attract the highest quality professors by
offering full-time positions.
The Trustees should be congratulated for their enthusiastic
rectification of serious problem at Trinity.
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Turnout To TCAC Comedian:
Display Of Students' Apathy
BYDANAPROYECT
 ;
Opinion Writer
No kegs are allowed in any dorms.
No alcoholis allowed in freshman dorms.
Package stores around campus are stricter
involving carding for IDs. All of these
policies sound awful to Trinity students
because what else is there to do?
Unfortunately, whatever the alco-
hol-free activity the Trinity College Ac-
tivity Committee (TCAC) or the Student
Life Resource Center (SLRC) presents
the student body with, the turnout is far
from great.
We don't venture off cam-
pus further than the View
or the Tap unless it is a
Thursday night and we've
decided to go to Gotham.
SLRC and SGA are going out of their
way to have alternatives to drinking.
These options are also highly publicized.
Numerous phone calls and e-mails are
sent out to the campus detailing the week-
end activities on and off campus. Dis-
count tickets are offered to students for
plays at the Bushnell, the movies,
Whaler's games, and much more.
On Friday, October 20th, TCAC
brought comedian Joh Stewart to the-
Washington Room. Stewarthadhisown
show on MTV and has appeared on
shows such as "The Late Show with
David Letterman." One would think
that the show would draw much of the
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Trinity community, tickets would be
sold out, and there would be standing
room only in the Mather room.
However, this was not the scene.
The crowd only filled about three-fourths
of the Washington Room. If this is the
kind of turnout for a comedian of
Stewart's stature, Trinity should be con-
sidered apathetic. The turnout for this
comedian is only one example of the
apathy that has gripped Trinity students.
Here is food for thought. If asked
what Trinity students are concerned
about, what would you say? There are
no controversial issues getting the atten-
tion of our campus. Do we ever see
students picketing and protesting with
signs about anything? I certainly don't.
Although Trinity College is located
in an economically depressed city neigh-
borhood, most students are not involved
in community service. We don't venture
off campus farther than the View or the
Tap unless it is a Thursday night and
we've decided to go to Gotham.
What can TCAC or SLRC sponsor
that would attract students? Possibly an
all-you-can-drink, sit-around-and-get-
drunk party in the Washington Room
might get a large crowd. It is very diffi-
cult to be proud of the student body
when the only issue they give any thought
to is when they will be able to get com-
pletely smashed.
PresidentDobelle, TCAC, SLRC, and
other organizations can host events and
do their best to try to alter the students'
apathy. This change, however, needs to
come from the students themselves. This
is your college, so take a role in making it
responsive to our interests.
Policy Concerning
Letters
To The Editor:
Please Note: The Tripod is published
every Tuesday while classes are in ses-
sion. Letters to The Tripod must be re-
ceived by 5:00p.m. on the Friday preced-
ing publication. Letters should be ad-
dressed to the Editor, not a particular
individual. No unsigned or anonymous
letters will be printed, although names
may be withheld if so requested after a
signature. The Trinity Tripod will not
publish any letters deemed by the edi-
tors to be an attack on an individual's
character or personality.
All letters are the sole responsibility of
the authors and do not necessarily reflect
the views or opinions of The Tripod, The
editors of The Tripod reserve the right to
edit all letters for clarity and brevity.
Letters may be submitted to via:
• campus mail: Box 702582
• e-mail: Tripod@trincoll.edu
• network: Docex server in the
General Resources
zone of the Trinity
College Network
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Saving Al Is A Good Start,
Now It's Time To Expand
BY JOSH FREELY
News Editor
Recently threatened by the prospect
of losing everybody's favorite Marriott
worker, the students of Trinity College
were forced into action. A voice mail
served as an alarm and we flooded the
Marriott office with calls to save Al Rice's
job.
Whether Al was actually about to
lose his job is disputed by Marriott but
we did the right thing and came to the aid
of this genuinely nice guy anyway.
On this campus, a problem
must pass two criteria
before we, as students,
decide to get involved: it
must affect our daily lives
and it must be solvable
with a phone call or a letter.
This entire incident is indicative of
what stirs Trinity students into action
and what types of things we are willing
to do to rectify situations we find dis-
turbing. Noticeably, once the immediate
threat of Al's dismissal disappeared, the
radical streak of activism vanished from
the students' collective conscience.
We did not use Al's dilemma as a
springboard for tackling the larger prob-
lem of Marriott's hiring and firing poli-
cies or the even larger issue of the lack of
a union to protect workers' rights. We
simply returned to our collective sleep
comfortably dreaming about being
knights in shining armor.
On this campus, a problem must
pass two criteria before we, as students,
decide to get involved: it must affect our
daily lives and it mustbe solvable with a
phone call or a letter.
Take for instance, the "problem" of
our neighborhood. Recently, I discov-
ered something shocking: 45% of the
families living in this neighborhood are
below the poverty level.
Children are living in conditions
none of us could ever dream of, right
outside our gates and we ignore it. We
are not spiteful, if there was something
we could do to help them today we
would, but these problems take years to
solve and who has the time?
We must find the time. As students
at a highly selective academic institution
we have the tools and the ability to bring
aboutchange. I'm not saying that we can
make this neighborhood better, I'm say-
ing we can take the activism behind our
efforts to support Al and start looking at
the larger problems that surround us.
Supporting a beloved member of the Trin-
ity community in his hour of need is both
noble and necessary. It's time to take that
spirit and use it to help those members of
the community we don't always ac-
knowledge.
Self Defense Course Gives
Tips To j^^mx^^&mmm^
To the Editor:
A high knee to the groin. Again.
And again. Twist and pull. And if he can
do anything but sing falsetto after that,
strike a palm to his nose. Then RUN,
faster than your cute Mary Jane's have
ever carried you, to the nearest source of
help.
Has someone ever grabbed your
breasts? Pinched your butt? Evenputan
arm around you without your invitation
or consent? These are all violations of
your body, and of your mind, and all
women should know how to prevent
these violations from developing any
further.
But how can you protect yourself,
when you are matched by a male visibly
stronger than you? Sexual assaults are
ground defense strategies. The adrena-
line flows. The instincts endure.
The program consists of three four-
hour sessions. Many women pass up the
opportunity to take these classes, believ-
ing that "it will never happen to me," or
claiming, "I just do not have the time."
Well, it CAN happen to you, and you
CAN make the time.
Spend a few less hours in Mather
this week. Record "The Shows" and
watch them later. A 12-hour commit-
ment is minimal compared to the most
crucial thing you will be saving—your
life.
A self-defense course is currently
underway, providing women with the
tools they need to survive an assault, but
more classes will be offered as long as
there is demand. Campus Safety is more
Sexual assaults are on the rise nation-wide, and seem to
be a hushed and overlooked aspect of college life. Learn to
defend yourself and, if necessary, fight for your life.
on the rise nation-wide, and seem to be a
hushed and overlooked aspect of college
life. Learn to defend yourself and, if
necessary, fight for your life.
The Trinity College Women's Cen-
ter and Campus Safety are sponsoring
self-defense classes for women. Trained
and certified by R.A.D. (Rape Aggres-
sion Defense), Campus Safety Officers
teach a wide range of techniques that are
extremely effective and simple to per-
form.
Not only are participants taught how
and where to strike, they are given the
chance to demonstrate what they, have
learned in a final simulation. The in-
structors, Stan Lukas, Deb Doyle, and
Mike Kula, filter enthusiasm and confi-
dence into students through street and
than willing to flex its schedule in order
to accommodate more potential partici-
pants.
After comple tion of the program, an
open invitation to any R.A.D. class across
the country is extended, at no cost. Prac-
tice is the key to the success of this pro-
gram.
How many times have you walked
home late at night? Or have retired for
the evening with a "new-found friend?"
What if the delivery guy wants more
than the $8.00 you owe him? Sexual
assault emerges like a pop quiz. Hope
you studied.
Sincerely,
LisaTorrisi'96
Kelda Spangenberg'96
Plea To Marriott: If Bistro Is
Not In Use, Close Down Early
To The Editor:
For the last three Saturday nights I
have gone to the Bistro around 10:00
p.m. to visit a friend who works there.
Each time, I was there for about an hour.
Two of these three nights I was the only
student there.
I do not understand why employ-
ees are required to work until well past
midnight on a Saturday night when no
students are using the facility. Events
scheduled in the Bistro, such as comedi-
ans, dobringstudents in,but these events
do not happen weekly.
This past Saturday night, four em-
ployees sat around for hours, not be-
cause they were lazy, but because no
students had been in for hours and they
would be there until midnight anyway.
Some of these individuals, I was in-
formed, wetealreadyonovertime. Some
live over an hour away.
I don't know the actual coste re-
quired to keep the Bistro open for an
hour, but you would think the electric-
ity alone would be reason to close it
when no one is around. My plea to
Trinity is this: if you are going to serve
alcohol in the Bistro, please start soon.
Schedule events there every Friday and
Saturday night If these things cannot be
done, give the manager on duty the right
and the respect to make an administra-
tive decision and close early.
The employees of Trinity are very
dedicated to the student body. The stu-
dents,in turn, respect and appreciate the
My plea to Trinity is this:
if you are going to serve
alcohol in the Bistro, please
start soon. Schedule events
there every Friday and
Saturday night.
work done for us.
I hope we can either give these hard
workers something worthwhile to do or
let them go home. Our staff is never
apathetic, let's not frustrate and bore
them.
Sincerely,
Kerri Mullen'97
Plagiarism Incident Causes Campus
Concern About Electronic Security
To the Editor:
We are writing to notify the Trinity
community of a particularly serious case
of plagiarism which was brought to the
attention of the Academic Affairs Com-
mittee during the last week of classes in
that electronic versions of
papers, course work, and
other intellectual property
are carefully secured.
December, 1994. The case resulted in a
student's immediate suspension from
the College for two years. The student
appealed the penalty to the Academic
Dishonesty Appeals Committee, which
upheld it.
What concerns us now about the
case is the potential for this type of pla-
giarism to repeat itself. The guilty stu-
dent (initially) claimed that he had found
the papers (a set of assignments for an
entire course) on a diskette at the com-
puter center.
We do not know how the papers
were stolen; it is clear however that they
were transmitted electronically from one
student to another. We urge students to
be sure that electronic versions oi pa-
e work, and other intellectual
m-mmvys^ma: toting
copies of these materials where others
can easily access them is a lot like leaving
the keys in the ignition; in one case it
presents an invitation to the car theft, in
the other it presents an easy opportunity
to plagiarize.
Wehope increased consciousness of
this crime and the penalties it warrants
may help prevent its occurrence.
Sincerely,
Kathleen Kete, Chair, Academic Af-
fairs Committee; Adam Grossberg, Chair,
Academic Dishonesty Appeals Commit-
tee; and John Langeland, Director of In-
formation Technology
h i
sick of a giant chicken as your mascot?
The Tripod is pleased to introduce you
to Jackson, our new mascot You can
meet him and the rest of Tfie Tripod
crew each Tuesday at f 0:00 p.m. in the
basement of Jackson dorm. Ail are
welcome.
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The Presidential Race of 1996
COLIN POWELL: How He Can Win The Election
BY K. MICHAEL DERBY
Senior Editor
There is currently talk of several
possible independent canadicies for the
presidency. Ross Perot, Jessie Jackson,
former Connecticut Governor Lowell
Weiker, former California Governor (and
thrice vanquished aspirant for the Demo-
cratic nomination) Jerry Brown, and New
Jersey Senator Bill Bradley have all been
mentioned as possible third party candi-
dates. Yet, with the exception of Perot,
these possibilities have been ignored
while General Colin Powell decides
whether to run and, if so, as an indepen-
dent or a Republican.
Sources close to Powell say he will
make a decision in November, after con-
cluding his current tour to promote his
recently released memoirs. Yet there re-
mains only speculation on whether he
he runs, Powell would have a good deal
of campaign funds; some of them com-
ing from devoted followers and others
frombusinesses and PACs. Powell would
attempt to keep his statesmanlike per-
sona if he ran as an independent: serious,
dignified, honest, a man of integrity,
Powell would attempt to project the im-
age that serving in the White House is his
duty and not part of some intense per-
sonal ambition. This would serve him
well when compared to Clinton and Dole
who, to many, have defined their lives by
running for office and are consumed by
their own ambitions.
If Powell runs as an independent, he
would have an excellent base to build on
and perhaps win the White House.
First, Powell would do well among
veterans and military families. These
voters believe military service is a bless-
ing, perhaps even a necessity, for being
Commander in Chief. These voters dis-
Ifhe plays his cards right (and he has played them well
so far) Powell may be sworn in as the 43rd President of
the United States.
will run or not.
Powell may have already decided to
run and is now playing it coy. Public
attention is being diverted away from
the Republican race and on to Powell's
decision. Even worse for a number of the
G.O.P. candidates, their campaigns are
hitting a brick wall: the longer Powell
waits, the more campaign donors will
wait to see who to back.
Between ]uly and September, all the
Republican candidates except Patrick
Buchanan, saw their in takedecrease/rom
the last quarter. This problem helped
force Pete Wilson out of the race.
Powell may decide to seek the Re-
publican nomination. Yet while he de-
feats President Clinton when pitted one
on one With the Democratic incumbent
in the polls, there remains the strong
possibility that Powell may not win the
Republican nomination. He and G.O.P.
frontrunner Bob Dole run equally strong
in New Hampshire. Powell will not pick ,'
up points for being pro-choice and sup-
porting many affirmative action pro-
grams. Powell will probably not appeal
to the more conservative voters in the
G.O.P. and this will hurt him in a number
of key primary states.
Powell may run as an independent.
If he wins, Powell wouldbecome the first
African American as well as the first
independent to win the White House. If
respect many politicians who have never
entered the military: Clinton, Mike
Dukakis, Phil Gramm, Lamar Alexander,
and Newt Gingritch for example. If Dole
attempts to highlight his service in World
War Two, they may think the Kansas
Republicanisjustplayingpolitics.Powell
remains the man on horseback in the
crowd of candidates. • .• r"
Southern Democrats, many of whom
feel th^tClirvtoix^ias becpntertpQ liberal
as President, may flock to Powell's sup-
port as well. The only Democrat in the
House from Mississippi, John Taylor,
has endorsed Powell. Senator Sam Nunn
of Georgia, the beau ideal of the South-
ern Democrats, recently announced his
retirementfrom the Senate, He may sup-
port Powell over Clinton. Along with
Jimmy Carter, Sam Nunn and Colin
Powell traveled to Haiti during the nego-
tiations to return President Aristede to
power. They have worked together be-
fore and agree on many issues. :
Other centrist Democrats may sup-
port Powell as well. Nebraska Senator
Bob Kerrey may leave Clinton to support
Powell. So might former U.S. Senator
David Boren of Oklahoma. Former Mas-
sachusetts Senator Paul Tsongas might
as well. Even Bill Bradley might desert
Clinton.
Powell would also appeal to many
moderate Republicans. Many of these
JRoggi's Garage
Mark Fantone •Wayne Roggi
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Republicans are starting to feel isolated
in their own party as the G.O.P. has
become more conservative and more
aggressive. These are the voters who sup-
ported George Bush and John Anderson
againstRonald Reagan inl980. These are
the old Rockefeller Republicans. Many
of the voters who ele cted Bill Weld, Rudy
Gulianni, Christine Todd Whitman,
Arlen Specter and other moderate Re-
publicans in may rally to Powell.
Powell does not poll well among
African Americans. Clinton still wins 75%
of their support when compared with
Powell. Still, Powell may be able to in-
crease that number. His message of re-
sponsibility may appeal very well to Af-
rican-Americans.
Unlike Perot in 1992, Powell has an
opportunity to win some of the larger
states. Powell has an excellent chance to
win Illinois. Mayor Richard Daley of
Chicago plans to support Powell if he
runs for the White House and Daley, like
his father, rules the politics of the Windy
City. If Powell pulls fairly down state
(the base of moderate Republican Gover-
nor Jim Edgar), he could run off with
Illinois's 22 electoral votes.
Powell could also win big in Florida
and capture the Sunshine State's 25 elec-
toral votes. While, Bill Clinton almost
beatGeorge Bush therein 1992, the Demo-
crat has continued to lose support in
Florida. At the same time, Dole is seenby
many elderly voters as the mastermind
attempting cut governmental services to
the elderly. Powell could appeal to some
blacks and conservative Democrats while
keeping some of his military support.
Powell may also court Governor Lawton
Chiles who has been a leading critic of
Clinton form within the Democratic
party. Florida looks ripe for Powell's
canidadcy.
Powell would appeal to many of the
voters who supported Perot in 1992. He
will certainly draw voters in who usu-
ally do not cast ballots. Powell will have
devout backers. The intensity of Powell's
backers right now, before their candi-
date has made a public decision whether
to run or not, is higher than that of Dole's
and Clinton's supporters.
Powell seems to offer a more re-
spectable option for the "mad-as-hell at
Washington" part of the electorate than
Perot did. Compared to Clinton and Dole,
he is the one candidate not connected to
the Beltway.
Unlike Perot, Powell keeps a respect-
able public image. Whereas'Perot seemed
to struggle under the media's pressure,
Powell has handled ityerywell through-
out his career. If he runs as an indepen-
dent, Powell willbecome a large factor. If
heplayshiscards right (and he has played
them well so far), Powell may be sworn
in as the 43rd President of the United
States.
The Sons of Perot: Charles
Collins and Moriy Taylor
BY K. MICHAEL DERBY
News Writer
Ross Perot's success in the 1992 elec-
tion showed that a businessman with no
'expeience in government could appeal
to some voters; A number of business-
men, influenced by Perot's expeirence,
have decided to seek theG.O.P, nomina-
tion. Steve Forbes has done fairly well so
far. He is sitting in third place in a recent
poll in New Hampshire, still far behind
Bob Dole. Forbes continues to run televi-
sion spots attacking Dole and seems to be
hurting the Kansas Senator more than
any of the other candidates.
If Forbes does well enough in the
GraniteState, Patrick Buchananjustmay
well pull off an incredible upset victory
over Dole. Dole's support remians very
soft; his supporters are not as devoted to
him as Buchanan's and Forbes's are to
their man.
Morry Taylor has also decided to
seek the Republican nomination but he
has not made the dent Forbes has made.
Actually, it may be said that Taylor has
made little impact on the Republican
race. While, Taylor has participated in
the one Republican debate so far, he came
o f f p o o r l y . • ' . ' • • • • "
The central themes to his campaign
is sending a message to Washington and
proffesional politicians in general. He
stresses his lack of political experience
constantly. He also vows to make a
ballenced budget, reduce taxes, cut
spending, and run the government like a
business, Despite this message, Taylor's
support remains minimal and very close
to fton-exsistant.
Still, Taylor may have one card to
play. He hails from Quincy, Illinois and
what little support he has is in Iowa, the
first caucus state. Iowa is being written
off by many candidates as Dole's back-
yard. Taylor may be hoping that he can
pull off a surprising second place finish
in Iowa which will propel him through
the rest of the primaries. But this is atbest
a longshot.
Buchanan and Texas Senator Phil
Gramm seem to battling for second place
right now. Former Tennessee Governor
Lamar Alexander also has some support
in the Hawkeye State. Look for Taylor to
perhaps come in fourth or fifth in Iowa
and then drop off the political map for
the rest of the race.
Charles E. Collins is yet another
businessman seeking the Republican
presidential nomination. Collins is even
more of a longshot than Taylor is. At
leastTaylormadeitto the debates. Collins
isbeing treated as a joke. But Collins may
be to blame for at least part of this poor
treatment.
Collins is a businessman with roots
inboth Georgia and Florida. Hehasnever
held political office. He promises, as does
Taylor, to run government like a busi-
ness. Collins vows to abolish the IRS and
the national debt.
Collins has also vowed to replace
the IRS with a 3% national sales tax. This
number turnsoff manypotetial voters as
unrealistic. Indiana Senator Dick Lugar
plans to have a 17% national sales tax
and this has the blessing of the Cato
Institute. Collins's number strikes many
prople as absurd.
Despite this massive tax cut, Collins
plans to increase the military. He also
plans to keep i t home and s tay out of any
foriegn entanglements. He plans to re-
move any United Nations troops from'
American soil.
He also plans to cut. welfare by 85%
by slicing through the beuracracy and
says his cuts will not affect the actual
checks recieved. Look for Collins to con-
tinue a trend that Floridian presidential
hopefulls are masters of: recieving only a
handfull of votes. Former Governors
Reubin Askew and Claude Kirk recieved
almost no votes in their bids for the
Democrtaic nomination. Collins will
recieve less than them.
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Trustee Meeting Gets Ugly, Sadik-Khan Apologizes
%
continued from page 1
nitely set up a downtown shuttle
service, especially to Gotham on
Thursday nights," said Epstein.
"Drinking and driving is a
stupid, immature thing to do
anyway. It's a personal respon-
sibility that the administration
cannot legislate," said Sadik-
Khan.
He stated that "if people
have not learned to not drink
rent alcohol policy, and present
that plan to the committee at the
January meeting.
After the meeting, Sadik-
Khan apologized to a number of
trustees and administrators.
"Many of them approached me
and said the two [Nardelli and
Epstein] were overzealous and
they were continually rehash-
ing dead issues," he said, "I'm
trying to give the student body
never satisfied with anything.
It's my belief that everything
can be improved upon. But this
issue is no t a huge problem right
now."
He refuted opinions that
Trinity was going to become a
dry campus. "President Dobelle
has said that we are not headed
towards becoming a dry cam-
pus. I've been here for four
years... And I have no more of
a problem getting a beer today
than I did four years ago."
"I believe there are more
options now than ever in chang-
ing the mandate," said Nardelli.
He is confident that after the
January meeting, the trustees
will look to reform the policies.
He and Epstein both main-
tained the position that students
will continue to consume alco-
hol with or without these strin-
gent policies.
They thought the real
choice facing the trustees is
whether to allow those students
to drink on campus, or to force
them to drink elsewhere.
Although Epstein agreed that the condition of
the dormitories has improved since the imple-
mentation of the policies, he echoed concerns
over driving to and from bars intoxicated.
and drive by the time they reach
college, they are bound for an
accident one way or the other."
Further, Sadik-Khan said
that he doubted many freshmen
were socializing with upper-
classmen and getting rides to
these bars and clubs.
Since freshmen are not al-
lowed to have cars, the number
of them frequenting downtown
bars would most likely be mini-
mum.
"The Trustees were
shocked when they heard this-
[drinking and driving situation]
and they wanted the situation
fixed," said Nardelli.
To that end, committee
Chairwoman Emily Swanson
requested that Nardelli and
Epstein devise a comprehensive
plan, including opinions from
students for and against the cur-
more credibility with the admin-
istration, because they don'tlook
at us with credibility right now."
By harping on the same al-
cohol issues, the students ap-
pear to look "stupid" in the eyes
of administrators, said Sadik-
Khan.
He is more interested in
moving on to other issues that
havenotbeen settled, unlike the
alcohol policy issue.
"We did not enter the meet-
ing with an agenda," Epstein
responded. He stated that the
Trustees posed the questions to
him and Nardelli. "We were
simply in a position where we
responded to their questions,"
he said.
When asked if he was satis-
fied with the alcohol policies,
Sadik-Khan said, "They are not
problematic at this time. I'm
Other Trustee Decisions
Cap On Number of Tenure Tracks Lifted
The Board of Trustees has just lifted the cap on the number of tenure track positions being
offered. This move reverses a 15-year decision to freeze the hiring of tenure track positions. "The
Board directed President Dobelle to request the Dean of the Faculty and the Educational Policy
Committee (EPC) to develop a reasonable plan (which should include a Teview of all curricular
needs) for amodest growth in the number of FTE's; this plan is to be presented to the Board no later
than March 1997. The Board also authorized President Dobelle to direct me Dean of Faculty and
the EPC to convert up to three additional tenure-track positions. Finally, the Board authorized
President Dobelle to initiate the proces to search for five "Target of Opportunity" (T.O.O.) positions
to be filled over the next three years. Significantly, the Board's decisions with repect to faculty FTE
were made independent of any decision regarding future salary increases; in oilier words, there
were no trades or quid pro quo's."
Vice Presidencies Created
"In separate action, the Board made the following additional decisions: to name director of
alumni relations and special assistant to the president Jerry Hansen to the position of Secretaiy of
the College; for external use and purposes, to entitle director of development linda Pettit and
relations, and student activities efforts.
•email from Linda Campanula, Vice President of Public Relation*, fo all PSfcutly; Administration and Staff.
om
President's Fellows
American Studies
Ryan D. Thomas
Anthropology
Vibha J. Buckingham
Biology
Shannon K. Allan
Biochemistry
Monica C.Swy den
Chemistry. .
PerrieRyan .
 t|.', ,
Classics
Meaghan E. O'Malley
Economics
Karim I. Sadik-Khan
Educational Studies
Mary Grace A. Dennier
Engineering and Computer Sci.
Amy L. Marcotte - Engineering
Bryan C. Horling - Computer Sci.
English
Vana Pietroniro
History
Kathleen M Erskine
International Studies
Ian W. Waggett
Mathematics
. Sandra Mali Barkman
Modern Languages and Lit.
Douglas V. C. Smith
Music
Eric A. Hubbard
Neuroscience
Laura P. O'Sullivan
Philosophy
Nicholas J. -De Croisset
Political Science
Nicole M. Komposch
Psychology
Tamara L.Nicol
Public Policy -
Sara G. Callaghan
Religion' •
 f /
Larissa A. Lockyer
Sociology "
Meghan E. McGrath
Theater and Dance
Mitchell A. Polin
Women's Studies Program
Natasha Y. Stacey
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20th Annual Meeting Emphasizes Education
Perez Chairman Of Hart Congress
BYANNEMARIEPEIL
Publisher
The 20th Annual Hartford
Areas Rally Together (HART)
Community Congress met Fri-
day, October 20th. The chair-
man for this year's congress is
Eddie Perez '96, Trinity's Direc-
tor of Community Relations.
ford-related issues. Since Eliza-
beth Horton Sheff was not
present, Mayor Mike Peters was
allotted "unlimited" time to re-
spond to the questions raised.
Forevery issue raised, from
increased police presence to a
1.5% tax cap to the demolition of
uns alvagable abandoned build-
ings, Mayor Peters pledged his
In his opening remarks, he proclaimed the
purpose of HART to be empowerment, which
"allows people to organize around their own
issues.
In his opening remarks, he
proclaimed the purpose of
HART to be empowerment,
which "allows people to orga-
nize around their own issues."
In his invocation, Bishop
Peter Rosazza asked that "God
bless the people of Hartford in
their common struggle to create
a more just society."
Next on the agenda was a
, panel for seeing where the may-
oral candidates stand on Hart-
support to the people of HART
that he would look into these
matters.
After Mayor Peters left,
Dorothy Lovett, who is seeking
to gain the office of mayor by a
write-in candidacy, proclaimed
that it was "easy for the mayor
to say 'yes, yes, yes, yes,' but he
has no t promised any changes."
Next, the candidates for
Hartford's Board of Education,
Rev. Michael Williams, Patrice
Bazzano and Chris Webb par-
ticipated in a panel discussion
of education-related issues.
Each candidate was asked
his or her position on the role of
Education Alternatives Inc
(EAI), the company hired to
manage Hartford's public
school system.
Both Williams and Webb
said that they did not see the
need for EAI any more, and
Bazzano said that she would try
to work with EAI. Addition-
ally, each candidate emphasized
the need for parental involve-
ment in the school system.
On November 15th, the
Smith House will host a discus-
sion of the history of HART. A
chronicle of HART'spasttwenty
years, The People's History: 20
Years of Hartford Areas Rally To-
gether, is for sale.
Finally, the results of a poll
which was taken at the begin-
ning of the congress were an-
nounced: the number one prior-
ity that the people wanted
HART to pursue this year was
education.
News From
Other Schools...
Going The Other Way
Central Connecticut State University i i-cently changed the drinking policy inone, of the senior
dorms on campus. The all-campus ban on alcohol in the dorms has been repealed to the extent that
the) may now have cases of beer and liquor in the dorms, butno kegs. As quoted in the Hartford
Courant, President Merle Harris had thib to say of the change, "If students go off campus to drink
there are problems with them driving, we feel they are sator here." Allowing alcohol in A dorm is
the first change, in the school's, alcohol policy in ele% en years
Flasher Haunts Mt. Holyoke
Ml. Holyoke's department of Campus Safer}1 has been baffled in its attempt to catch a serial
flasher who lias been victimizing students on their Campus A man has been hiding out in the
upper lake -ection i>f the SouthHadley campus exposing himself and performing acts autoeroticism.
So far the flasher has not attempted get near any of the students and has kept a good distance and
has managed to elude authorities.
Holy Cross Deals With Student Arrests
Students a t Holy Cross accustomed to partying at apartments off camp us hav e come in contact
with the strong arm of the law. In recent weeks there have been a number of arrests centered
around neighbor'a complaints. Students have complained of rough treatment by police, the school
itself has claimed that it has not asked the police to step up patiols of the area
UHART Awaits Campus Pub
Students at UHARTaieeagorly awaiting the opening ot their new .->tudt;nlpub. The pub was
the brainchild ot Student Government President Kent McCaithv and it's opening was promised
lo coincide with the commencement of the current sihoul year but it has yet to open. The main
i eason behind the lack of an opening has been solving I he problem of creating a space \\ here those
vs ho an.1 e*r age and those under 21 can intermingle without exposing the school to liability. Two
propo>cl? have been constructing a separate drinking space for 21 year old students or requiring
two form-, of identification.
Dorm Damage Marks Bates' Homecoming
Homecoming festivities turn nasty in one Bates dormitory as nearly 1000 dollars worth of
damage resulted from a keg party. A chandelier was torn out of the ceiling, a cha ir wa thrwon from
a first-flooT window and a stairwell was damaged. Though A video tape of the entire party was
available, the Dean of Students decided not h» use it, considering it the private property of the
camera owner. Dean of Students, F. Celeste Brainham, has stated tha t the school will look into more
seriously incidents of violence against college property.
Almost.. .Phew.. .Nooo!
On October 1st, a student reported to Campus Safety that her
car had been broken into and tampered with. Campus Safety
responded and found that her window of her 1986 Cutlas Sierra
had been broken and her ignition had been tampered with. The
car was taken to a garage and fixed about two weeks later. The day
that it was returned to campus, October 20th, Hartford Police
called Campus Safety to report that they had recovered the same
car and had apprehended the thief. The accused was a thirteen
year old boy who had stolen the car and smashed up the front and
back of the car during his joyride. He has been referred to juvenile
court and the student's car was towed away after suffering major
damage.
Thefts =Major Issue, Stay Tuned
News Briefs has reported numerous thefts from faculty and
staff rooms in the past few weeks. Most of them have been
unforced entries into offices where the owner absent. It is sus-
pected that someone related to Trinity has aquired some master
keys that open faculty and staff doors. In the past two weeks, a cd
player was stolen from Ferris 206. A camera valued at 600 dollars
was stolen from from the Trincoll Journal office. A stereo valued
at 300 dollars was stolen from the Underground Coffeehouse.
Also, a new Toshiba laptop computer wa stolen from a professor's
office in 115 Vernon St. All robberies were done either with a key
or knowledge of a combo, none were forced entries. Campus
Safety is working hard at finding a solution to this dilemma and
now have a description and are working on creating a list of
suspects.
No Spark Means No Sun
on October 10th and 9am on. October 11th, a
for labs, was valued at roughly 5000 dollars. The door was
pparently unlocked and the computer itself, the nicest in the
room, was not secured. Because of this, Campus Safety and the
Computing Center are unable to reduce the number of people
capable of gaining access to the room.
"OK, now hit that blue Nova..."
On the afternoon of October 17th, seven different people
reported damage done to their cars on Summit Street. The
damage wasmadeby someone firing a BB or pellet gun at the cars.
Five were students and two were residents of the area. Campus
Safety responded, but were unable to determine who had done
the firing.
Bad Things In High Rise
Someone stole the TV and VCR from the High Rise lounge on
Ocotber 20th. The suspect was apparently not a student but no
one has been identified. Also, there have been racial comments
spray-painted on the inside of the elevators. No one is sure who
wrote the slurs, whether or not it was a student or when it was
done but they will be cleaned up soon.
With Help From Your Neighbors
At 8:30 on the morning of Sunday October 23, a resident of
Crescent Street called Hartford Police to report that someone was
breaking into the cars in back of Anadama. The police promtly
responded and no damage or thefts occured. Campus Safety and
the Trinity community send their thanks to this thoughtful neigh-
bor.
New House For Sale
Early in the morning of October 22, Campus Safety found a
for sale sign on the lawn of President Dobelle's house. Someone,
in the middle of the night crept up and planted the sign in the
middle of the lawn, The sign has been returned to its original
location and prospective buyers have been turned away.
Written and compiled by
RobToomey
„"_ ni • * ._ ; . .
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UTC Gives $300,000 Engineering Grant For Local Students
BYLAURALAWSON
News Writer
The Trinity College Department of
Engineering and Computer Science and
United Technologies Corporation an-
nounced an exciting new partnership at
a press conference on Wednesday, Octo-
ber 4,1995.
More than one hundred people, in-
cluding President Dobelle, faculty, stu-
dents, high school administrators, teach-
ers, and representatives from UTC came
to tine lobby of MCEC to hear about The
Trinity College/ UTC Engineering Ini-
tiative (UTCEI).
This initiative is funded through a
$300,000 grant from UTC that will be
used to encourage students from
underepresented groups to study and
pursue careers in engineering and the
sciences.
The program, directed by Professor
Christine Broadbridge and coordinated
by Renee Johnson, has two components:
one targeting high school students and
the other targeting engineering majors at
Trinity.
The high school component will be
directed towards sophomores and jun-
iors in seven area high schools: Bulkeley,
Weaver, Hartford High, Kingswood-
Oxford, East Hartford, Bloomfield, and
NorthwestCathoIic. Students from these
schools will apply for the program dur-
ing their sophomore year. •
The following September, they will
begin to work on TC/ UTC sponsored
projects and activities. Each student will
be placed in an "interest group" com-
posed of Trinity faculty, students, and
alumni who are working as engineers
and scientists for UTC.
In addition, they will attend regular
workshops that explore topics including
' . ' . •
President Dobclle, Dr. Christine Broadbridge, UTCEI project director and Bill Bucknall, UTC senior vice president
SPENCER SLOAN
gather at MCEC for a press conference
using the Internet and they will receive
tours of bothUTC's and Trinity College's
science and engineering facilities. No-
table engineers and other guestspeakers
will also be invited to address the Stu-
dents.
The goal of all this is to motivate
students to study engineering by giving
them a practical, hands-on experience
with engineering and the sciences. The
other component of the initiative seeks
to retain students from und er represented
groups who have decided to major in
announcing die grant.
engineering and the sciences.
The program will support various
student activities like the mentoring pro-
gram, workshops, and research fellow-
ships.
At the press conference, President
Dobelle applauded the effort calling it "a
defining moment for the future of engi-
neeringinourcountry". The senior vice-
president of human resources at UTC,
Bill Bucknall admitted that the program
stemmed out of "enlightened self
interest...We hope that some day those
Free Delivery 7 days a week
Friday SL Saturday 11am - 4am
Sunday - Thursday 1 lam. - 3am
PIZZAS 278-4334
Our pizzas are made using a high gluten Dakota dough with a
rich sauce of piquant herbs and spice simmered lightly ina mix of
fresh and Chilean plum tomatoes.
SMALL (12") $4.00 Topping $0.50
LARGE $7.00 Topping $1.00
SHEET $14.00 Topping $2.50
SPECIALTY PIZZAS
Red Veggie Design $8.50/13.00/23.00
Ricotta and mozzarella, fresh mushrooms, spinach, broccoli,
fresh tomatoes, etc.
White Veggie Design $8.50/13.00/23.00
A thin layer of sauteed garlic and olive oil covered with ricotta
mozzarella, fresh tomatoes, frexh mushrooms, spinach, broccoli,
etc.
SUBS AND GRINDERS
BLT, Meatball, Cooked Salami, Genoa Salami, Pepperoni, Tuna,
Ham & Cheese, Sausage, Meatless, Eggplant
HALF$4.00 WHOLE$5.00
Italian, Roast Beef, Turkey, Veal, Turkey & Bacon, Chicken
Parmigiana, Pastrami, Steak & Cheese
• • ' H A L F $ 4 . 2 5 -•'•' •'•••'. ;. W H O L E $ 5 . 7 5 . ^
DINNERS
Linguine Mediterranean $6.95
Pasta tossed withsauteed chicken breast, artichoke hearts, roasted
peppers & black olives.
Blackened Chicken $7.50
Blackened with Mazen's herbs and spices. Served over Rice
Pilaf with a cajun sauce.
people [the students] will come to work
at United Technologies".
Overall, the program will be a ben-
efit to all involved. Trinity will benefit
from the strengthening of our ties to the
community.
The high schools will benefit from
the new resources opened to them and
United Technologies will benefit from
an increase in talented engineers. As
UTC stated in their ad that ran in the
Courant "when you build bridges like
these, everybody wins".
continued from page }
resumed with a panel that traced the
historical side of urban decline and the
policies formulated in response to that
decline. Moderated by Trinity Professor
of History Cheryl Greeriberg, the panel
was entitled "Urban Transformations and
the Policy Responses: Race and Poverty
in Historical Perspective." : •'••••
The.panelistS traced the origins of
such racially discriminatory practices as
redlining by banks and the origins of the
welfare system. This panel served to
give historical background to the many
problem being discussed during the day.
Dean Speiicer described the next
discussion as one of the more well-re-
ceived of the entire forum. Titled "Chil-
' dren, the Family, and Urban Poverty,"
the speakers presented the results of their
various studies on the effects of poverty
onchildren.
The overall conclusion was that the
damage done by living in poor condi-
tions was irreparable. Changes in be-
havior at school, increased teenage preg-
nancy rates, and a proclivity towards
violent behavior were just a few of the
symptoms that the disease of poverty
was observed to bring about in children.
The picture became even bleaker as
the prospect of budget cuts to children's
services looms on the horizon.
The final presentation of the day
was a progress report on a study being
done on residential and labor market
discrimination. The preliminary results
of the study which is taking place in four
cities, Atlanta, Boston, Detroit and Los
Angeles, give evidence that discrimina-
tion is still rampant in America.
A survey of 800 employers showed
that they would still be less likely to hire
qualified black applicants from the inner
city. Additionally, a survey of people's
attitudes about housing revealed that
people were more likely to live in inte-
grated neighborhoods now than 20 years
ago, but members of both races were still
reluctant to live in neighborhoods in
which they would be even a large minor-
ity- . •• • .:'• "••••.'.'.
Both surveys seemed to point to the
fact that people still choose to hire and
live near people of their own color.
Organizer Dean Spencer was "gen-
erally quite pleased" at the forum's suc-
cess. Attendance was "quite good" reach-
ing a total of about 350. Professors and
students from 21colleges and Universi-
ties attended the forum as well as 30
Americorps volunteers.
One source of disappointment for
Spencer came from the fact that though
100 Trinity students signed up for the
forum only about35 ended up attending,
taking tickets away from the 100 people
left on the forums waiting list.
In general, however, the forum was
widely considered an unqualified suc-
cess.
^ ^ ^ |
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Raven Rises Like Phoenix Out of Crow Ruins
continued from page 1
Theseplanshavebeen dis-
cussed in previous years when
Boardwalk and Park Place
were considered for demoli-
tion. Whether or not these lo-
cations will remain intact re-
mains to be seen.
Alpha Chi Rho was
founded by Carl Ziegler and
Herbert Sheriff under the sug-
gestion of the Reverand Paul
in the fine arts and for a proper
conception of a sound mind in a
sound body."
Also found in the manual
are the four Landmarks of the
fraternity. These landmarks in-
clude the acceptance of a broth-
erhood of all men, the insistence
of a high and clean moral stan-
dard, and judgement of all by
their intrinsic worth.
This includes
The Raven Society currently has nine female
members, and expects to have more when the
organization holds a rush and pledge process
next semester.
Ziegler 1872, in 1895.
The fraternity was founded
under the guidelines of the "Exo-
tericManual of Alpha Chi Rho."
The manual is a general descrip-
tion of the characteristics and
qualities for which a brother
should strive.
As said in the manual, "The
Brothers should think and plan
for self culture, for service, and
hospitality, for the excercise of
the critical faculty, for interest
nondiscrimintationagainstrace,
creed or nationality.
Forbidden in the fraternity
charter is the practice of hazing
pledges. The manual talks of
enforcing a "Help Week" over
the traditional "Hell Week." The
document also endorses the fra-
ternity as a literary society.
As the collegemandated the
coeducation of all fraternities by
1995, Crow kept itself alive by
becoming the Raven Society.
Pictured here is the rubble of Crow after the first stage of the demolition. Less than a few days
later and all that remained was an empty space where Crow once was.
According to JonoLenzner
'96, the group is trying to focus
on community service. They
will be painting a recreational
center and participating in Hal-
loween on Vernon Street in the
High Rise Lounge.
Currently, the High Rise
Lounge is where Raven has held
Students Participate And Raise Money
lifewalk To Benefit Aids Proj ect
TIM PLANT
News writer
On October 15, the second
annual Lifewdlk was held to
The 7 kilometer walk was held
on the University of Hartford
campus where balloons and
signs lined the streets showing
off the logo of the walking red-
ribbon.
The event started with mu-
sic and face painting, but the
seriousness of the event was al-
ways present as a reminder of
the tragedy this disease is caus-
ing.
Members of the Trinity
AIDS Project, the Lockwood or-
ganization and some students
from AD walked and showed
their support. In addition to the
other organizations present,
many individuals from the area
attended with family and
friends.
One man even walked
dressed as the Grim Reaper, with
statistics about HIV infection
rates pinned to his black robe
and his sickle bearing a red rib-
bon.
AIDS Project/Hartford is a
local organization tha t provides
help to people in the area living
with the virus.
They provide information
and instruction about the dis-
ease as well as helping with test-
ing and counseling.
They also sponsor a hot-
line for people to call who need
questions answered or who are
having trouble dealing with the
disease.
A local author living with
the HIV virus welcomed the
crowd of over 300 people and
expressed her thanks for their
participation.
The speaker talked about
how AIDS Project/Hartford is
Awareness
making the lives of people in the
area muchbetter, including her-
self for she knows she will not
have to suffer alone. After her
teary words of gratitude, the
walk began.
The event was the largest
fund raiser for the AIDS Project.
The organization was pleased
to have raised over $28,000.
After the walk a small raffle was
held for CD's, theater tickets,
and t-shirts, which brought in
an additional couple hundred
dollars.
Overall the Trinity team of
the AIDS Project and Lockwood
raised almost $500. This was
done through individual spon-
sors as well as fund raising out-
side of the dining hall.
Many students were will-
ing to donate several dollars to
the walk and all the contribu-
tions were greatly appreciated
and totaled $200.
Prizes were awarded by cat-
egory to the teams who raised
the most money.
Trinity won the prize for
the most money raised by a scho-
lastic institution. AIDS Project
was very happy for the support
the Trinity community showed
towards the fund raiser and per-
sonally thanked all of those who
walked in the event.
Overall, more than twenty
students participated in the walk
through their fraternities or the
AIDS Project.
Anyone wanting more in-
formation about AIDS Project/
Hartford or anyone interested
in joining the Trinity AIDS
Project can call the Community
Outreach office at x2383.
October is AIDS awareness
month and many organizations
are sponsoring talks and infor-
mational meetings.
The Trinity AIDS Project is
providing red ribbons to show
support for AIDS awareness and
information on testing sights
and ways to help stop the trans-
mission of the disease.
Lifewalk was one of the first
events in October to support
awareness and for everyone in-
volved the day was a definite
success.
their meetings.
The Raven Society cur-
• rently has nine female members,
and expects to have more when
the organization holds a rush
and pledge process next semes-
ter. "A lot of underclasswomen
have come up to us and ex-
pressed an interest in joining,"
Lenzner said.
Now that the old Crow
house has been torn down, the
Raven Society is wating to see
where they will get another fa-
cility. But, as could be seen last
weekend in the Cave, the Raven
will not be "nevermore."
Mattingly Speaks About
Apollo 13 Mission
MATTHEW PRINCE
Publisher
Admiral Ken
Mattingly's character, for
example, helps discover how
to power-up ihe module for
ihgfon Room Thursday, Octo-
ber 19th on his participation in
:he Apollo 13 mission.
Mattingly's character was
represented by Gary Sinese in
Ron Howard's recent movie
on the mission.
The Washington Room
crowd of approximately 150
students and members of the
community listened to
Mattingly as he explained, "If
any of you believe that I was
ever as cool and suave as Gary,
then you do believe in fairy
tales."
Mattinglypointedoutsev-,
eral differences between the
movie and the actual events,
but for the most part he em-
phasized that the film was true
to the spirit of Apollo 13.
The biggest difference be-
tween the movie and reality
was "character consolidation."
As Mattingly explained, if
everyone that had helped on
recovering the spacecraft had
been profiled in the movie it
would have been impossible
to follow.
Instead, the crea tors of the
film chose to role the traits and
actions of a number of charac-
ters into one.
tor at one point in the movie.
In reality, Mattingly
pointed out, while he did help
to figure out a way to power-
up the module, he never
stepped foot in a simulator
during the crisis,
He spent his time in a
drawing room, while, someone
else worked with the simula-
tor.
Mattingly's message was
that the recovery of Apollo 13
was a team effort. Herecounted
a story of discovering a techni-
cian working on an Apollo
rocket one evening.
The technician showed
Mattingly around the small
areahe wasresponsibleforand
then said, "I don't understand
how this works, I just put it
together,
Butltellyouwhat,itwon't
fail because of me." Mattingly
labeled this the "Spirit of
Apollo," and said that it was
what caused "the most amaz-
ing piece of crisis management
in history" to be successful.
A dessert reception fol-
lowed the speech in the
Ritteriberg Lounge. The St
dent Activities Office spon-
sored the event,
(Please?) If You Are
Interested, Gall Extensio
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Around
Trinity.
RI.N.OrPam
While we might be the most attractive student
body around, we arenot the most coordinated. Just
this las t week one student threw out his back while
trying to operate the ATM machine in Mather.
Another broke her leg negotiating the stacks in the
library. Around Trinity would like to suggest that a
"Grace Requirement" be added to the curriculum.
Much like the Mathematics Proficiency Test, grace
could be tested at the beginning of every school
year. Students who fail to pass the test will be
required to take "Grace for the Genetically Hin-
dered" with Don Miller, Trinity's football coach.
Maximize Utility
Around Trinity would like to make a sugges-
tion to the thieves who stole The Tripod Stand from
Mather this last weekend—if you're going to steal
something, steal something with some inherent
utility. For example, one of those FedEx boxes
mightbe good for hiding your alcohol or girlfriend
from your parents when they come up for the
weekend. The new "Welcome To Trinity" poles
could make a killer bong. And that's not even
beginning to discuss the possible utility of the
cannons.
jWhafsInAName
Keeping to his promise of not increasing the
[size of Trinity's administration, President Dobelle
| has appointed two more Vice Presidents. This
| brings the grand total to five. There are rumors of
[I more appointments in the wind. Mick Nardelli for
I Vice President of Consumption and Trustee Rela-
Trdngs Ire Life—Burgers and Fries. Gay Weidlich
'/for Vice President of Excessive and Annoying E-!
i Mail. Mrs. Meridian Mail for Vice President of j
Inter-Campus Communication and Connectivity.
I And Around Trinity hopes to someday be named to
the position of Vice President of Information Dis-1
II tortion and Dissemination.
That Not-So-Fresh Feeling
Jon Small has been rather frisky lately. Just I
reading the "Beef Board" in Mather is proof of this.
It's a bit scary when any administrator on campus
suggests you spank him, but when he helps to
prepare your food, well, it's just not kosher. Re-
cently a message was posted to answer the age-old
question, why is it that 5 minutes after eating in
Mather you find yourself sprinting toward the
bathroom? Jon's answer, "Must be something
you're doing in those five minutes." Ihasitongood
sources that Bristol-Myers, Squibb has approached
Small on what they are calling the 5 minute laxa-|
tive. Marriott officials declined to comment.
Sally And Sue In South
Residents of Jackson were treated this last
weekend to the thrill of watching a number of
scantly clad women wrestling in the mud of the Life
Science Quad. Since cable in the dorms has yet to
allow the option of pay-per-view specials, living on
the first floor of Jackson, and praying for rain,
seems like the next best option. Around Trinity is
curious, however, if the fearless frolicking will
continue when snow replaces the rain.
B&G, We Have A Problem
Around Trinity found Rear Admiral Ken
Mattingly's lecture on Apollo 13 quite interesting.
It could have been even more interesting as
Mattingly brought a video to show in conjuction
with his speech. Unfortunately, there was miscom-
munication between event organizers and Build-
ings and Grounds and there was no way of show-
ing the yideo to the crowd of people assembled in
the Washington Room. The solution was hardly
the "most amazing piece of crisis management" —:
Mattingly simply went on without it.
ART
Through Oct. 27th
Paintings and works on paper by Trinity College
VistingGuest Lecturer inStudioArtsK.S.Viswambhara
are on exhibit in the Zion Gallery, For more informa-
tion call 297-2199.
Thursday, Nov. 2nd 5:00 p.m.
The Wads worth Anthenaeum is presenting a trib-
ute to the Connecticut Impressionist Art Trail. Free
admission.
Through Nov. 5th
Wadsworth Athenaeum's Matrix 128 is exhibit-
ing Yukinori Yangagi's America sand and ants compo-
sition. Call 278-2670 for more information.
Nov. 2nd-Dec. 10th
Trinity College's Department of Fine Arts pre-
sents VisitingProfessorinStudio Arts Nathan Margalit's
"Fragments" inWidener Gallery, Austin Arts Center. It
features paintings and works on paper.
Through Dec. 1st
The Wadsworth Athenaeum is displaying Shaker:
The Art of Craftsmanship with furniture and decora-
tive arts from America's Shaker community. For more
information call 278-2670.
Ongoing
The Museum of Connecticut History exhibits
Connecticut Collection, rare objects, political artifacts
from the state's museum and archives. Call 566-3056
for more information.
Library Electronic Resources
Trinity's Reference Department will be offering
weekly workshops on Wednesday, Oct. 25th, Nov. 1st,
Wed. 8th at 4:00 p.m. in the library on the New CTW
Catalog System UNICORN and on electronic resources
for particular disciplines.
Green Campus Campaign
On Thursday, October 26 in Mather Lobby from
5:00-7:00 p.m. ConnPIRG offers sampling of healthy,
pesticide-free food and letter writing campaign to Con-
gress against the use of chemicals in food production.
Starter Seminar: Planning for the
Future for Sophomores
A two part seminar sponsored by the Career
Counseling Office willbe held on Nov. 13th and 16thin
Seabury 45. Class size limited to 15. Must register
before Nov. 1st. For more information call x2080.
America's Top Ghost Hunters
Ed and Lorraine Warren have packed the house at
over 1000 colleges and universities and they will be at
McGovern Hall, Saint Joseph College on Oct. 28 at 7:30
p.m. For more information call 232-4571 x549.
The Computer and
Communications Show
On Nov. 8 th and Nov. 9 th the Civic Center is
holding a computer show with for computer hardware,
software, networking, communications and internet
solutions. For more information call 561-3250.
Does your organization want to make an
ANNOUNCEMENT?
Send Your Announcement to
Qr the At^notmcement Submission folder
CINESTUDIO
A Great Day in Harlem with Jammin' the Blues Tue 7:30 p.m.
(1995) Produced by Jean Bach. Written by Bach, Susan Peehl, Matthew Seig, Narrator: Quincy Jones. With: Dizzy
Gilkspie, Art Blakey, Sonny Rollins, Gerry Mulligan and more. A love of jazz and a appreciation for its community of
artists infuse every frame of this film by Jean Bach. An entire era of music is caught in time, as an amazing who's who of
the jazz world come together for a publicity shot for Life magazine one morning in Harlem, at the ungodly hour (for
musicians) of 10 a.m. Along with the original f oota ge, the artists and photographers who were there reminisce about each
other, the times, and above all, the glorious music, 60 min.
Showing with A Great Day in Harlem is the 1944 Academy Award nominee for Best Short Film, Jamin' the Blues,
produced by Gordon Hollingshead. 10 min.
Spike & Mike's Festival of Animation '95 Wed - Sat 7:30 p.m.
(1995) Animators include: Nick Park, Vanessa Schwartz, Raman Hui, Joanna Quinn and Michael Dudock de Wit.
Dedicated to the memory of producer Mike Gibble (of Spike and Mike) who died last year, North America's premiere
touring animation showcase makes its annual visit to Cinestudio's giant screen. This year the fifteen instant cartoon classics
include four Academy Award nominees and the theatrical premiere of the 1995 Academy Award winner for Best Animated
Short Film, Bob's Birthday, a lighthearted look at a dentist's mid-life crisis. It's hard to pick favorites from this winning array
of eel, computer and clay animation, but some of the best are Britannia, a sly satire on the British empire, The lanitor, which
features Bible stories as told by God's doltish custodian, and the tale of a beatnik toddler in lddy B iddy Beat. With a reprise
of Nick Park's hit The Wrong Trousers. 112 min.
Priest Fri, Sat 9:50 p.m.
(Britain, 1995) Directed by Antonia Bird. Screenplay by Jimmy McGovern. Cast: Linus Roache, Tom Wilkinson,
Cathy Tyson. The hotly controversial Pries t has been accused of Catholic-ba shing, but it's more a passionate expose of how
the Church's tenets on celibacy and homosexuality affect the real lives of its believers. In the provocative script by Jimmy
McGovern (author of the offbeat British detective series Cracker), a young priest finds his orthodox interpretation of the
church at odds with his own sexuality. When he is confronted by a victim of incest who he cannot help because of the
secrecy of the confessional, his entire system of belief is put to the test. Antonia Bird's fascinating film, capturing all the
kinetic vitality of working class Liverpool, happily adds a woman's voice to the alternative British cinema of Ken Loach
and Mike Leigh. 97min. .
Once were Warriors Sun 2:30 p.m. & Mon 7:30 p.m.
(New Zealand, 1995) Director: Lee Tamahori, Screenplay by Riwia Brown, based on a novel by Alan Duf f rCast:Rena
Owen, Temuera, Morrison, Taungaroa Emile. Relegated to exotic extras in films from The Piano to Rapa Nui, New
Zealand's indigenous Maoris come to center stage in a new film set in an urban housing development. Jake and Beth Heke
and their five children are a family in crisis, dealing with the social problems they have inherited as their fading culture
of warriors turns self-destructive. Inapowerful performance thathas been compared to the workof early Brando, Temuera
Morrison plays Jake as a man whose violent outbursts threaten to destroyed his family. In contrasts, Rena Owen's Beth
is a force of hope engaged in a battle to rescue her children from a dead end life. "Scorching!" Janet Maslin, The New York
Time. "Stunning!" Richard Corliss, Time. 102 min. •...'•' : • ' . ' • . ,
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LECTURES
Tuesday, Oct. 24th 4:30 p.m.
The inaugural lecture of Jan Cohn as the G. Keith
Funston Professor of American Literature and Ameri-
can Studies will be held in Cinestudio. The lectured is
titled "Achieving Orphanhood: the LoveSongs of Maisie
Frange and Huckleberry Finn" and will be follow by
reception in Hamlin Hall.
Wednesday, Oct. 25th 4:00 p.m.
The International Studies Program is sponsoring
"Experiencing the New Russia: A Year in the Life of
Professor Katherine Lahti and Ian Waggett" in the
Faculty Club, Hamlin Hall. Other students and profes-
sors and students who have recently made trips to
Russia will also share their stories.
Thursday, Oct. 26th 7:00 p.m.
Patricia Moreno is giving a lecture on "The New
Zapatista Revolution in Mexico" in Room201, McCook
Hall.
Thursday, Oct. 26th 8:00 p.m.
Trinity College Poetry Center is presenting Perter
Davison Poetry Reading in the Faculty Club, Hamlin
Hall.
Monday, Oct. 30th 4:00 p.m.
The International Studies Program presents "The
Beijing Women's Conference: An Assessment" in Life
Science Auditorium. Five women who attended the
Forum for Non-governmental Organization outside
Beijing will discuss their experiences and the lessons
learned.
Monday, Oct. 30th 7:30 p.m.
As part of the Lecturae Dantis series sponsored by
the Cesare Barbieri Endowment for Italian Culture at
Trinity College Virginia Jewiss is giving a lecture titled
"Purgatorio XV" in the Hamlin Hall.
Monday, Nov. 6th, 4:00 p.m.
The Trinity College Engineering and Computer
Science Department presents "Engineering and Sci-
ence in Space: an Astronaut's Perspective" with Astro-
naut Michael Gernhardt, Ph.D. in McCook Audito-
rium, Dr. (
Spsice-Sri
Through Oct. 28th 8:00 p.m.
"Tale of the Lost Formicans" is Constance
Congdon's haunting, yet humorous play that probes
America's suburban nervous breakdown. It will be
performed in Garmany Hall, Austin Arts Center. Gen-
eral $8/ Discount $5.
Wednesday, Oct. 25th 7:30 p.m.
Trinity College's in-residence Judy Dworin Per-
formance Ensemble presents "Women of the Cross," a
Hartford based gospel singing group in Seabury 47.
Monday, Oct. 30th 7:00 p.m.
The play, "Guarding the Garden," is a feminist
ecological interpretation of the Biblical Garden of Eden
Story. It will be performed in Garmany Hall.
Monday Oct. 30th 7:30 p.m.
The Estonian Philharmonic Chamber Choir per-
forms the intensely vibrant music composed by Arvo
Part in the Trinity College Chapel. Kalijuste will lead
the Estonian Philharmonic Chamber Choir with the
Tallinn Chamber Orchestra in a modern musical inter-
pretation of Estonian culture. General $12/ Discount
Nov. 10th and 11th
Judy Dworin Performance Ensemble presents
"Her Past and Future Lives" at the Aetna Theater,
Wadsworth Athenaeum in Hartford. This is a trilogy
of works that explore our individual and collective
responsibilities to our elders, our children and our
planet. General $18/ Discount $12. For more informa-
tion call (203) 527-9800.
Nov. 7th and 9th 8:00 p.m.
Michael Lankester conducts the Hartford Sym-
phony Orchestra in Panufnik's Tragic Overture,
Chopin's poetic Piano Concerto No. 1, Gorecki's Sym-
phony of Sorrowful Songs at the Bushnell. Tickets $14-
$41. For more information call 246-6807.
Saturday, Dec. 2nd 1:00 p.m.
TteNiddsareplayinginNorthwestPark, Windsor
on Dec. 2nd and at Hartford First NigVit on Dec. 31st.
life
E l m T h e a t e r - N e w Britain Ave. next to Shawmut Bank
Prices: $3.50 adults; $2.75 matinees before 6:00 p.m.
For more information call 232-2820
Apollo 13 (PG-13) 7:00,9:40 ' ,,
Dangerous Minds (R) 7:10,9:15
S h o w c a s e C inema* — 3250 Berlin Turnpike, Newington
Price: $3.50 before 6:00 p.m.; $5.50 all other shows
For more information call 666-1401.
The following showtimes are for Tuesday, Oct. 3 -Thursday, Oct. 5.
Too Wong Foo (PG-13) 7:15,9:25
Babe the Gallant Pig (G) 7:10
Halloween 6 (R) 9:20 .
Apollo 13. (PG-13) 9:10
The Big Green (PG) 10:00 '
S h o w c a s e C inema* - 936 Silver Lane, East Hartford
Price: $4.25 before 6:00 p.m.; $7.00 all other shows
For more information call 568-8810.
The following showtimes are for Tuesday, Oct. 3 -Thursday, Oct. 5.
To Die For (R) 4:10, 7:40,10:10
The Scarlet Letter (R) 3:55,7:00,9:50 .
Strange Days,(R) 3:50,7:10,10:00
Seven (R) 3:45,4:25, 7:10,7:35,9:45,10:15
Now and Then (PG-13) 2:55, 5:10,7:30,9:45
Never Talk to Strangers (R) 3:05,5:00,7:55,10:20
Mall Rats (R) 3:00,5:15,8:00,10:25
Jade (R) 3:10,5:20,7:45,10:05
How to Make an American Quilt (PG-13) 4:35, 7:15,9:35
Get Shorty (R) 5:05, 7:25,9:40
Devil in Blue Dress (R) 4:15,7:50,10:20
Dead Presidents (R) 4:00,7:20,10:00
Assassins (R) 4:05,7:05,9:55
For Showcase Cinema in Burlington, East Hartford, East Windsor and Newington Student Voucher Tickets are
available in Student Activities Office for $3. All times subject to change. Please call the theater to confirm the movie
time before attending. Call the theater for more information.^
ALT.BEV.
}
Wednesday, Oct. 25 th
7:30 p.m. "HAUNTED HAPPENINGS" -
Haunted House. Tickets only $2
inSLRC. Bus leaves from Mather.
7:30 p.m. "El Espiritu de la Colmena" in
Life Sciences Auditorium.
Thursday, Oct. 26 th
8:00p.m. MUST SEE TV in the Cave. Watch
the NBC Thursday Night Line Up
on the Cave Big Screen! Coffee,
junior mints and pizza.
7:30 p.m. SPOOKYWORLD TRIP. This is
the country's only Horror Amuse-
ment Park!
Friday, Oct. 27 th
7:30 p.m. TALENTSHOWINTHEBISTRO!
Come see your friends put on a
great show!
8:00 p.m. NIGHTMARE ON SUMMIT
STREET in Mather Hall. Watch
for the scary details!
10:00 p.m. "TSUNAMI" in the Cave. AASA
Semi-formal! Tickets $5 in ad-
vance.
10:00 p.m. "SHALLOWGRAVE" in McCook
Auditorium. A great new horror
flick!
10:00p.m. MAKE1TA"BOLO" NIGHT pick
up from Jones-Elton. Winning
group splits $50 in Munch Money.
10:00 p.m. NEW BROWN HAT is playing at
94 Vernon. $6 with costume; $8
without.
Saturday, Oct. 28 th
10:00 p.m. "SHALLOWGRAVE"inMcCook
Auditorium. A great new horror
flick!
10:00 p.m. HALLOWEEN PARTY IN THE
BISTRO. Win a prize for best
costume!
12:00 a.m. BEWITCHING BOWLING. Bus
leaves from Mather.
Sunday, Oct. 29 th
HA,LLQWEEN QN VERNON,
Sign up to volunteer in Mather
this week Don't miss the ghosts
and goblins!
Y<
Chapel Happenings
Wednesday, Oct. 25th
12:00 p.m. Roman Catholic Mass.
Crypt Chapel
5:30 p.m. Carillon Guild
Daniel Kehoe,
College Carillonneur
Sunday, Oct. 29th
1:00 p.m. Holy Eucharist
The Rev. William Starr, Chaplain
5:00 p.m. Roman Catholic Mass
Friendship Chapel
FT. Raymond Smialowski
Classlfi^lli
*»*FREE TRIPS &: CASH!***
Find out how hundreds of students are already
earing FREE TRIPS and LOTS OF CASH with America's
#1 Spring Break company! Sell only 15 trips and travel
free! Choose Cancun, Bahams, Mazatlan, or Florida!
CALLNOW!TAKEABREAKSTUDENTTRAVEL(800)
95-BREAK!
$1750 weekly possible mailing our circulars.
For more info call 301-306-1207.
SPRINGBREAK-Nassau/Paradiselsland, Cancun
and Jamaica from $299.00. Air, Hotel, Transfers Parties
and More! Organize a small group and earn a FREE trip
plus commissions! Call 1-800-822-0321.
Seeking Trinity students for part-time help at Morris
Package. Flexible hours. Contact Jerry at 246-3595.
Join College Tours Spring Break '96
Join thousands of students in Cancun or Jamaica!
Call today to reserve your spot on the beach. Better yuet,
organize a small group and travel FREE and earn cash.
We have 28 yers. experience and the best party package
on location. Organizations welcome, group discounts
and other destinations available. 1-800-959-4SUN.
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Nields, Energetic And Talented Band Play Ironhorse
BY ELIZABETH PERRY
Arts Editor
When I think of the Nields,
I think of talent, enthusiasm and
a sound like no other band I
know, What is amazing to me is
that the Nields are not better
known than they are. They are
coffeehouse type of place that
serves dinner and drinks, has a
first come first serve seating
policy and brings in bands on a
nightlybasis. Becauseitissmall,
there are no bad seats. The bal-
cony has some couches and
booths, and the main floor has
tables with bar stools, and regu-
When the Nields come on stage their energy
radiates. From the moment they start singing >»'
you can see that they are not up on stage
purely for money or for their audience, hut
also for themselves.
a group of five who started up in
October 1994.
Folk is one way to describe
their music, but it is too limited
a description. They are also a bit
of rock, blues and alternative.
They have a distinct style, yet it
is hard to describe because it
draws from so many different
genres. They have a sound that
has the lilt of the Cranberries^
the lyric style of Suzanne Vega
and the energy of Edie Brickell.
The Nields consist of
Katryna Nields as the main vo-
calist, her sister Nerissa Nields
on vocals and guitar, David
Nields on vocals and guitars,
Dave Chalfant on Bass and elec-
tric guitar and Dave Hower on
Drums. Three of these mem-
bers are alumnus of our own
dear Trinity and made an ap-
pearance here last year. The
band members are friends and
relatives and obviously love
working together.
-' TrViatfefeeentheNieldstwice
now, once in Massachusetts over
the summer, and once during
reading week in Northampton.
They tend to play in small ven-
ues like coffeehouses and small
concert halls.
The show in Northampton
was at the Ironhorse. It is a cafe,
lar seating in front of the stage
The atmosphere is lighthearted
and the crowd was a mix of folk
music groupies, Nields fans and
people out to hear some good
music and have a good time with
friends. "The Ironhorse coffee-
house is a great place to have a
group like this sing," said Dana
Proyect, one of my fellow con-
cert goers.
When the Nields come on
stage their energy radiates.
From the moment they start
singing you can see that they are
not up on stage purely for money
or for their audience, but also
for themselves. They love mu-
sic, they love performing and
theyhavefun. Theshowstarted
with "Be Nice to Me," a song off
their first album Bob on the Ceil-
ing. Throughout the show they
did material from this first al-
bum, as well as new stuff from
their recently released EP,
Abigail. An EP is a shorter al-
- bum, iii thi&case five bongs, that
bands put out in between al-
bums, An LP is the traditional
longer version that most bands
make. The Nields released this
because of demand from their
fans for certain songs, and as a
link between their first album
and their second, Question Mark.
Nields first album Bob on the Ceiling. They played recently at the Ironhorse FILE PHOTO
music hall.
Abigail will not be sold in stores.
The plan is to see what the de-
mand for the new music is, and
to have fans buy it and share
with friends.
When the Nields are on
stage they dance and jump
around. They joke with each
other as well as the audience.
What they say on stage does not
• seem planned and' False. They
say what comes to mind, intro-
ducing their songs with humor.
Each song has a different feel to
it. There is "Ash Wednesday,"
a page in the diary of a teenage
girl, "Black Boys on Mopeds,"
Sinead O'Connor's commentary
on life in England and "James,"
a story of a boy in search of love
and life. Some of their songs are
energetic and lively and some
are quiet and sad. It is apparent
when they sing that the words
are as important as the music in
presenting the song for an audi-
ence to hear.
The Nields are still getting
started in a sense, as they are
such a new band. They have a
promising future. Every time I
have left one of their shows, I
have seen others who feel up-
lifted somehow. People walk-
ing out of the concert hall feel
they have just witnessed some-
thing special. And they have.
The Nields make the audience
feel happy.
When I first saw them, hav-
ing never heard of them or their
music, I was immediately a dedi-
cated fan. I recommend them to
anyone. Even if you don't like
their music (which is unlikely as
they appeal to just about any-
one and any taste in music) you
will like the show.
They put on an amazing
show because their love of mu-
sic and performing is so appar-
ent. I love these guys, and I
want everyone else to experi-
ence their energy.
If Trinity is lucky enough
to get themback this year, make
it a point to go.
Wynton Marsalis Performs At The Bushnell
BYJOETRANQUILLO
Arts Writer
On Saturday, October 14,
the Lincoln Center Jazz Orches-
tra featuring Wynton Marsalis
performed at the Bushnell.
The Lincoln Center Jazz Or-
chestra was created in 1988 to
serve as the "house band" for
jazz functions at the Lincoln
Center in New York.
Since that time, several gen-
erations of the world's foremost
jazz musicians have contributed
their time and talents to the or-
chestra through performances,
compositions and educational
workshops.
Wynton Marsalis, a gradu-
ate of Juliard and world re-
nowned classical and jazz trum-
peter, first appeared with the
Lincoln Center Jazz Orchestra
in 1992 as a performer, conduc-
tor, and composer. Several spec-
tacular meetings of these two
great jazz icons have resulted in
their current US tour through 25
major cities,
The tone of the concert was
set when Marsalis and the Or-
chestra humbly entered the
stage to the roar of the audience.
Marsalis bowed and announced
in a quiet but raspy voice the
agenda for the evening; two
hours of swing a la Duke
Ellington. The audience erupted
in excited conversation, antid-
pa ting the treat they were in for.
Without waiting for silence,
Wynton counted off and set a
magical evening in motion.
As the performance swung
along, Marsalis showed his co-
medic, intelligent and sensitive
character betweennumbers.Im-
promptu jokes, followed by an
explanation of the reasons why
the audience laughed due to
"collective representation",
were an unexpected and amus-
ing addition.
At a few breaks in the per-
formance, Marsalis changed the
set list to his liking, as the Or-
chestra shuffled through their
music to find his selections. Af-
ter one set change, he announced
"You mayhave never heard this
one before....it's too hard to
play", and then under his
breathe, "I hope this sounds
okay". Breaking up his casual
manner was an inspirational ex-
pression of the needier support
in musical education.
From the first few measures
to thelastnote, this was without
question the most outstanding
display of jazzThave seen. As an
ensemble, the orchestra allowed
every section to be heard but at
the same time played in perfect
unison through the most diffi-
cult passages.
The rhythm section was led
by a dynamic percussionist giv-
ing the band their swing all night
long. The piano and bass laid
down a solid foundation but
lacked the flare of other mem-
bers in the orchestra.
The saxophonist's fingers
were flying together in unison
and reached a peak in a soprano
sax quartet that left me wonder-
ing where the breaths were. The
trombonesappearedtobeweak,
but after a perfect Tommy
Dorsey-like battle between the
three bones in "Mood Indigo"
their hidden strengths were re-
vealed.
Being a trumpet player, I
was intensely studying my fa-
vorite section. The four part
section performed the tight,
sometimes clashing, harmonies
of Ellington's music flawlessly.
From the lead player's solo,
which pierced through the
Bushnell, to the fourth player's
Miles Davis-like bluesy solo in a
Duke Ellington Suite, I won-
dered how Marsalis would ever
strut his style without fear of
being shown up.
Unfortunately, Wynton
was acting as conductor of the
band and very little was heard
of his trumpet playing. He only
played on one tune by Louis
Armstrong but proved to all
why he is a considered a master.
Using his classical technique he
be-bopped perfectly at break-
neck speed and ended on a
earsplitting, 60 second, circu-
lar-breathed note.
This was certainly an en-
joyable evening and I would
encourage everyone who is look-
ing for an excuse to get off cam-
pus to find a program of up-
coming events at the Bushnell. I
assure you it will be time and
money well spent.
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Romeo And Juliet Is Success Despite Minor Flaws
BY JAMES SANTA-MO
Arts Writer
The Hartford Stage Company has
presented many Shakespeare works in
the past few years, generally one per
season, under the direction of Mark
Lamos. Lamos has genuinely established
himself in the front ranks of creatively
This season we are given
Romeo and Juliet that has
many successful moments
as well as a few situations
that actually fall flat...
Romeo and Juliet runs
through October 28 and it
is a drama'worth seeing.
innovative Shakespeare directors.
Last year, we witnessed Richard
Thonas as King Richard the Third who
presented the usurper-arch-villain in an
excitingly different interpretation of the
opening scene utilizing an electric light
bulb that portrayed his darker nature
with much new insight. The Merchant of
Venice was performed two years ago. It
involved going against the grain of the
stereotype commonly found in the main
character of Shylock.
This season we are given Romeo and
Juliet that has many successful moments
as well as a few situations that actually
fall flat.
For example, the use of a voice-over
at the opening in the prologue was a
questionable beginning. This scene
showed the two rival families in Verona
eyeing each other menacingly in the town
square, a typical beginning. However,
the voice-over smacked too much of a
technical contrivance rather than a fated,
mystical prologue.
The chorus' opening lines were spo-
ken effectively by a single actor under a
strobe light. The actor then left the stage
as the action commenced. This tech-
nique was effective because it allowed
the audience to see where the play was
going.
On the bright side, the opening
fight scene, directed by Charles Conwell,
was a lesson in good stage management
with the added unique novelty of the
spilling-over of a fruit cart on stage. This
calamity caused apples and oranges to
roll across the stage area into the audi-
ence, leaving viewers in the front row
feeling like they were characters on the
streets of Verona.
Romeo and Juliet may be star-
crossed lovers in Shakespeare's fated
tragedy, but in reality they are two young
teenagers experiencing their first serious
sexual relationship. Romeo, played by
Robert Petkoff, and Calista Flockhart as
Juliet, do the teenage characters justice in
a social drama that is incomprehensibly
large.
The so-called balcony scene was
poignantly touching, sad, exciting and
ultimately frustrating, because the lov-
ers attempt many times to embrace each
other, but simply cannot do sobecause it
is too high to scale. This is probably the
most effective scene in the play and it
worked resoundingly well.
WeshouldrecallthatRomeoflnrf/w/jef
is a full blown tragedy that did not have
to occur. Only if the letter from the friar
had been delivered to Romeo in time,
there would have been no tragedy to
speak of. As the late producer Joseph
Papp once said, "the real tragedy uxRomeo
and Juliet is the lack of a telephone." Of
course, Shakespeare realized that mis-
communication as well as hidden mo-
tives helped make for a continuing sus-
pense between the Montagues and
Capulets. The final scene in which the
Friar, played by Robert Stattel, reveals all
after Romeo and Juliet have taken their
lives is one of Shakespeare's most effec-
tive scenes.
The Hartford Stage Company pre-
sented a large cast, and some members
should be mentioned briefly in review.
Bill Camp's portrayal of Mercutio was
effectively calculating.
The professional debut of Rick Stear
as Tybalt was more than sufficiently
menacing. Roberta Maxwell assumed
the role of Juliet's nurse and her por-
trayal of the character's comings and
goings added maximum humor for the
audience. Ezra Knight's stabilizing
Prince Escalus was portrayed with a se-
vere contempt for both families and suf-
ficiently did justice in this minor role of
peace keeper of Verona.
This Hartford Stage Company pro-
duction is graced with music of the
Middle Ages which serves as a feast for
the ears as well as a background for the
tone of tragedy to come. Romeo and Juliet
runs through October 28 and it is a drama
worth seeing.
Guarding The Gardent New
Take On Adam And Eve
BYLIZFREIRICH
Arts Writer
Guarding the Garden is a feminist
interpretation of the story of Adam and
Eve. It incorporates an additional story
about a woman named Lilith. In a par-
able about the garden of Eden, Lilith is
known as the first woman. She leaves
the garden because she gets fedup with
Adam. Guarding the Garden is filled
with wit and draws from modern day
issues for much of its humor. The play
introduces a lesser known interpreta-
tion of God and the story of creation .
Theplayhas traveled all over theUni ted
States for over 10 years.
The first time I saw Guarding the
Garden, I was 11 and skeptical, but it
provided plenty of laughs and a new
way of understanding the traditional
story. I saw it again two years ago and
found the play was even better at an
older age.
Guarding the Garden is wonderful
for all ages yet some of the jokes can be
colorful. It is a real opportunity to
partake inabit of tradition and a chance
to relax and enjoy some lively jokes
and intellectual stimulation. Guarding
the Garden premiers at Austin ArteCen-
ter at 7:00 p.m. on Monday, October 30.
Estonian Philharmonic Chamber Choir Comes To Trinity
BY AMY SHACKELFDRD
Arts Editor
On Monday, October 30 at 7:30 p.m.
The Estonian Philharmonic Chamber
Choir will be performing in the College
Chapel.
The ensemble's performance atTrin-
ity is their first appearance in North
America this year. From Trinity, the
group travels to New York City for a
performance at Lincoln Center.
The ensemble was founded in 1981
and now performs more than fifty times
a year. They tour Europe, Great Britain,
the United States and Japan. They have
received the Grand Prix and won awards
for Women's, Men's and Mixed Choir.
The choir's album "Te Deum,"
which was recorded in 1993, was nomi-
nated for a Grammy and spent a year on
Billboard's Best Sellers list.
The repefoire s influences include
Finno-Ugric language and folklore, West-
ern Christianity and church music
throughout the ages.
The works of composer Avro Part
are a large section of the performance on
October 30. Other contemporary com-
posers such as Veljo Tormis, Einojuhani
Rautavaara, Bach and Kreek are also
sources of inspiration for the ensemble's
performances.
The Tallinn Chamber Orchestra, the
16 musician orchestra that helps com-
prise the Estonian Philharmonic Cham-
ber Choir, was founded in 1989 by stu-
dents from the Tallinn State Conserva-
tory. They are mainly associated with
twentieth Century repetoire which in-
cludes Part, Bartok, Britten and Tuur.
Tonu Kalijuste is The Estonian Phil-
harmonic Chamber Choir's artistic di-
rector and chief conductor. He has also
conducted several international choral
seminars and workshops and in 1994
Kalijuste accepted the position of chief
conductor of the Swedish Radio Choir.
This performance promises to be an
exciting and impressive experience. Tick-
ets are free for students with the presen-
tation of a Trinity I.D. and are $12 for the
general public. Tickets can be picked up
at the Austin Arts front desk.
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Page/Plant Concert Lives Up To Legend
BY KAREN WALTER
Arts Writer
I have seen a variety of great bands
play, and this show is by far the best I
have ever attended.
I was on the floor and couldn't see
very well, but I heard the uplifting intro
to "Immigrant Song" as the screens be-
hind the stage werebathedingreenlights.
The band led into "Heartbreaker/' fol-
lowed by a beautiful "What Is And What
Should Never Be," and "Thank You."
On stage were the crazy drummer,
who reminded me of Dave Grohl, a bass
player, and the multi-talented rhythm
guitarist (banjo, guitar, mandolin). In
front of them was an electrifying spec-
tacle—Robert Plant, at stage right, shim-
mying back and forth, tossing the micro-
phone stand from hand to hand, his sat-
iny white shirt rippling as he moved and
across from him, on the other side, dark-
haired Jimmy Page, in green and black,
hunched restlessly over his old red gui-
tar. "Hello Hartford!" Plant shrieked, as
only he can, "It's kinda lonely up here!"
He then took a seat on a stool before
the mic, joining his partner who sat In-
dian style on the stage itself with an
acoustic twelve string. Neither of them
said anything but Page began to play
their most recent version of "No Quar-
ter" from the Unledded album. The
crowd was quiet until they finished and
shifted into the newly popular B-side to
"Immigrant Song," "Hey Hey What Gan
I Do." The session musicians were keep-
ing up with Page's doubleneck on up-
right bass and banjo, giving the song a
full, layered sound, a sound that seemed,
like all of Led Zeppelin's music, bigger
than life.
"Say hello to a man who plays an
instrument that's been around for 900
years," Plant commanded the audience,
gesturing toward the darkened back of
the stage. "On hurdy-gurdy, Mr. Nigel
Eaton!" The musician, who is on his first-
ever trip away from England with the
tour, stepped forward lugging an odd,
violin-like contraption which he plays
by both pushing buttons and picking
strings. It emitted a haunting but lovely
sort of wail. He played on for a few
minutes. Then I heard a guitar join him
with the first familiar notes of one of my
favorites.
"Hangman! Hangman!" Plant
coaxed, dancing in between lyrics. The
audience, responding to the inevitable
rhythm that is the trademark of so many
Zeppelin songs, swayed with him in time
to "Gallows Pole." The screen above the
stage showed Page's fingers on the
fretboard as he played, moving in long
swift slides. He shook his head; his fin-
gers danced. They did "Since I've Been
Loving You" and then began the long,
fast intro to "The Song Remains The
Same," with its dueling bass and guitar
notes.
The Hartford Symphony Orchestra
joined the band on stage (acknowledged
by Plant to the audience), adding a memo-
rable dimension to the song, one of
complexity, speed and rhythm; and of
the depth of so many layers of music
working together with so many harmo-
nies. It was incredible.
Next were a^more delicate acoustic
"Going to California," and "Babe I'm
Gonna Leave You." Plant introduced an
for about five minutes before the players
returned for a two-song encore: "Black
Dog" mingled with lines from "In My
Time of Dying" and the final song, "Kash-
mir." Because Robert Plantnow believes
To steal one of Mick Jagger's more perceptive lines, "I
know it's only rock and roll." I know it's not- considered
as significant in the history of civilization as classical
music or a Picasso. But I don't care. I like it. Jimmy Page
and Robert Plant reminded me of that last night, in a way
that no one else is capable of repeating.
Egyptian orchestra— which consists of a
variety of drums and fiddle players—
and this group broadened the musical
scope and loud beauty of the songs, add-
ing a unique element to the show.
During "Whole Lotta Love," Plant
howled lines from a James Brown song,
as well as "Take Another Piece of my
Heart," "Break on Through" and Zep's
own "Dazed and Confused." As the song
wound down, Page at last lifting his head
up again, Plant smiled. "Alright, every-
body, let's thank James Brown for that,
and thank the Doors! And thank Rod
Stewart as well." He chuckled softly to
himself. "Ah, the fat old fool!" We
laughed in disbelief.
This was followed by a very loud,
rocking "Dancing Days" and then "In
the Evening," whereupon Plant bid us
goodnight and all the musicians— thirty
of them or so— disappeared into the
darkness. People were pounding the floor
this song epitomizes the essence of Led
Zeppelin far more than "Stairway to
Heaven" ever did, he prefaced it with a
cutting but funny "Stairway denied1."
When the breathtaking show finally came
to an end, Page, Plant and their three
major supporting musicians joined hands
and bowed, professionally, to the left,
center and right of the stage.
To steal one of Mick Jagger's more
perceptive lines, "I know it's only rock
and roll." I know it's not considered as
significant in the his tory of civilization as
classical music or a Picasso. But I don't
care. I like it. Just like Tom. Petty says,
"There's something decent about it de-
spite the order it defies— something
warm aboutit, something constantin the
way it don't let you down. Something
healing in its power...." Jimmy Page and
Robert Plant reminded me of that thought
last night, in a way that no one else is
capable of repeating.
The World Of Movies
BY JEFF CROSS
Arts Writer
"What is that?"
"It's an Oldsmobile Silhouette."
"An Oldsmobile? I ordered a
Cadillac."
"The Silhouette is the Cadillac of
minivans."
—Chili Palmer and a National Cat-
Rental bus driver
If you thought that Hollywood
should be renamed "Hollyweird," the
film Get Shorty, based on die Elmore
Leonard novel, will reinforce that opin-
ion with its collection of thugs, actors,
This was a good flick be-
cause of its self-parodying
take on moviemaking and
reinforcement of the stereo-
type that everyone in Hol-
lywood is bent on writing a
script or producing a flick.
and elusive dry cleaners with lots of
money.
John Travolta (Pulp Fiction) stars as
Chili Palmer, a suave Miami-based rack-
eteer/loanshark with a love for classic
movies, After his boss dies from a heart
attack at a surprise birthday parry; he has
to collect $15,000 from an'insurance-
scamming dry cleaner or else Ray
"Bones" Barboni, (Dennis Farina, Strik-
ing Distance) his new boss whose hair
Chili parted with a bullet, will make life
incredibly difficult for him.
Chili's search takes him to Las Ve-
gas, where a casino exec asks him to go
look up another debtor, Ed Wood-esque
F-grade horror movie producer Harry
Zimm (Gene Hackman, Crimson Tide) in
Los Angeles. Harry has his own.prob-
lems; he wants to produce a deadbuddy's
script with Martin Weir, (Danny DeVito,
Batman Returns) an Oscar-nominated ac-
tor who falls in love with Chili's rented
minivan.
However, the writer's widow wants
half a million bucks for the rights while
local crimelord Bo (Delroy Lindof Clock-
ers) has loaned him $200,000 and wants
some returns.
Don't think that the problems end
there. Bo owes another half million in
drug money to Columbian druglord Mr.'
Escobar (Miguel Sandoval, Clear and
Present Danger) in a locker at LAX, which
is being watched by the DEA with large
bulges in their pant cuffs covering up
ankle-holstered guns.
What makes this movie so comedic
is that practically every major character
wants to make a movie. Chili is con-
stantly trying to pass his entire reason for
being in LA of f as a movie idea in of itself
to Harry and Martin, ("This shylock lends
a dry cleaner fifteen grand...") while
Karen Flores, (Rene Russo, Outbreak)
Martin's ex-wife and the usual star of
Harry's lousy horror reels, and Bo each
want to produce Harry's movie.
Even Escobar, the druglord, drops
the tough-fgiiy facade for a few minutes
by bringing up the movie industry, ("I'll
bestayingatthe Universal Sheraton,ride
the movies, maybe even check out the
Miami Vice Action Spectacular," ). You
can never shake the motion picture motif
that awaits around every corner for you;
Bo even has a stunrman on his payroll as
hired muscle.
This was a good flick because of its
self-parodying take on moviemaking and
reinforcement of the stereotype that ev-
eryone in Hollywood is bent on writing
a script or producing .a flick. Go see it if
you liked Pulp Fiction.
and save,
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Jon Stewart Entertained With
Informal Style And Chatter
Jon Stewart performed last Friday to a receptive audience in the MATTHEW PRINCE
Washington Room.
BY ELIZABETH PERRY &
AMY SHACKELFORD
Arts Editors
Despite torrential rains, Jon
Stewart's performance drew a small
crowd in the Washington Room last Fri-
day night. Clad in heavy duty rain gear,
Trinity students from all over campus
shuffled in and took their seats, await-
ing Jon Stewart's comic relief.
The crowd was greeted by a sur-
prisingly funny opening act. Julie Carr,
a tall woman with multicolored hair
took the stage confidently and drew a
favorable response from the crowd. She
performed for close to forty-five min-
utes, almost the same amount of time
that Stewart did.
At approximately 10 p.m., Stewart
took the stage and the crowd roared
with enthusiasm. He automatically took
an informal tone with the crowd, talking
directly to the students and even asking
light so that he could see the crowd
Uhe (j enter LArt/sts
better.
At one point in the show, Stewart
even jumped down off the stage and
chatted with people in the front row.
One of the more physically endowed
audience members was even called upon
to help Stewart getback up on stage. One
female in the front row offered Stewart a
beer, which he gladly accepted.
Most of his material seemed very
ad-lib and he addressed the school and
students with more than merely general
issues. Almost immediately, he men-
tioned Trinity's lovely neighborhood and
the transition from crack houses to our
"beautiful" campus.
He also concentrated a great deal on
religion, sexual issues and, of course,
drinking (a college favorite).
"The Jon Stewart Show", which was
recently cancelled, has not ended his
television career. He now has a new
show on MTV. Overall, this was an
evening well spent by all. TCAC's first
Tale Of The LostFormicans, A
Must See Theatrical Experience
BY CALLUM MACALISTER
Foreign Correspondent
Welcome to the Formican Artifacts
Collection. (Please do not feed the ex-
hibits.)
For those of you unsure as to your
location, a map is provided. This play
will take you somewhere you've never
been before...Colorado. Well, some of
you may have been there before, but
never in this bus.
The hosts for the evening were a
group of aliens sporting some very ex-
clusive eye wear, observing aspects of
human behavior as diverse as female
bonding and family breakdown. From
the discovery of America to theonsetof
Alzheimer's via Carl Sagan and a little
light vandalism, we are taken through
"Middle America" as experienced by a
rapidly disintegrating family unit
Abandoned by her husband, Cathy
takes her daughter. Erica, from their
New York home across the States to
Colorado, to live with Cathy's mother
andfather, Evelyn and Jim. Needless to
say, Erica does not appreciate this dis-
ruption in her life. It soon becomes
clear, however, that there is a far more
serious problem; there is something ter-
ribly wrong with Jim.
In essence, the play follows Jim's
progress down the path of his disease,
and how the family reacts to the slow
torture of watching a loved one die in
mind and body. This alone is heart-
wrenching stuff, but playwright
Constance Congdon seems ill-content
with letting the story go so simply told;
the apparently clandestine observers to
all this, the smoked-glass aliens, actu-
ally seem to be the cause of Jim's dete-
rioration.
Jim's broken mind? What of their inter-
ference in the lives of the other pro tago-
nists, Jerry, the ultimate conspiracy
theorist, or Cathy herself? The conclu-
sions are best drawn by the observer.
Beautifully staged in the round,
with scenes taking place in and about
theaudience, theproductionglows. The
play pulls you in, the staging keeps you
involved. Howmuchlesspower would
ithave to see the incidents and conf ron-
tationsonastage faraway? Howmuch
more real is it for being there, in the
house as it happened? Having to turn
to follow the action, simultaneous se-
quences, (such as when Jim and Cathy
are delivering poles while Evelyn fran-
tically calls the doctor about Jim's medi-
cal insurance), and being surrounded
by artifact-props all serve to enhance
the feeling of "being there." Joshua
Karter's direction is distinctive for that
decision, perhaps above all others.
The cast is immaculate, with not a
weakperformer amongstthem,butspe-
cial mention must go to Bow Jensen's
incredibly sensitive performance as Jim.
Anyone who has watched a close rela-
tion struggle with a debilitating illness
will feel his frustration. When he is
finally confined to a wheelchair, we
can only watch helplessly as he
struggles to opena door, which, even as
a "mechanical genius," he cannot do.
Worthy of praise, too, is Megan Shea's
Evelyn, a strong woman who is lost as
her husband starts to act strangely.
When she decides that everything will
be alright if they drive west, you feel
thatshe may be right, butwith mount-
ing despair, realise that nothing can
help Jim's condition.
Tales of the Lost Formicans de-
mands attention: it must be seen. This
an a_Rky. Thanks to its
uc£ of .rtience which should notbe missed.
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Peer Monitor Program Re-Instituted For Fall 1995
BY NORA MURPHY
Features Writer
The Peer Monitor program begins a
new year during this semester after a
two-year hiatus.
Initially, the program was created in
the 1992-1993 school year as a resource
for students to turn to during social
occassions. The original members num-
bered twenty with very strong leader-
ship from seniors in the Class of '93.
However, as the campus grew less
concerned aboutsexual assault issues, as
founding members graduated, and as a
lack of support existed from social insti-
tutions, the Peer Monitoring program
fell to the wayside.
At the beginning of this fall semes-
ter, senior Stacey Joslin '96 picked up the
pieces and decided to re-institute the
program.
Stacey feels that the Peer Monitors
are an important resource for social
events, especially for freshmen who may
notbeknowledgableof the party scene
at Trinity.
In September, there was a training
program for all those interested and cur-
rently there are five trained Peer Moni-
tors available for social events through-
out the Trinity community. The mem-
bers are Adrienne Stone '96, Jane Kauh
'96, Nora Murphy '96, Stacey Joslin '96,
and Sarah Vanderweil '96. Though un-
recognized by the adminstration at its
inception because as the program previ-
ously only allowed female students to
join, the Peer Monitors are now open to
any student interested.
Peer Monitors appear at parties
wearing distinct purple shirts, and two
attend each event that they are contacted
to attend. There will always be at least
one female Peer Monitor at all Trinity
organized social events, due to the na-
ture of sexual assault.
The role of the Peer Monitor is not
one of interference. Rather, the Monitors
However, the Monitors are given
leeway and are allowed to use their bet-
ter judgement if they believe approach-
ing individuals is merited. This might be
the case if a situation involving students
"The Dean of Students office and Campus Safety... recog-
nize the need for such a student organization and believe
that Peer Monitors should be required at all registered
social events."
stress their passive role as it is up to a
student to approach them. The Monitors
are trained to handle a range of situa-
tions from simple annoyances to actual
sexual assaults.
Peer Monitors carry cards at all func-
tions. These cards list a variety of re-
sources and numbers to call if additional
assistance is needed.
You are ft O t a ITlOOCfla But when
a hole in your pocket renders you Cwl£&JYI££&1 (2SS,
you r e l u c t a n t l y call the folks Col lec t .
YOU dial 1 8OO CALL ATT.
Your pangs of guilt are fyiif2ttVlCll.
1 8OO CALL ATT 'always costs less than I-«O<M:OLUX:I.
ny plume: And lways gt-ls \
Know the Code. 1 800 CALL ATT. That's Your TYue Choice"
AT&T
Your True Choice
* For interstate calls. Promotions excluded.
1-800-COLI.eCTis a registered trademark of MCL O 1995 Al&T
necessitated a Peer Monitor because the
circumstances seemed dangerous or
questionable.
Many of the Peer Monitors express
frustration at social organizors for their
lack of support. In addition, Peer Moni-
tors are notfrequently contacted to moni-
tor events. All of Trinity's fraternities
and sororities have been contacted by
mail to notify them of the Peer Monitor
Program. Once contacted by these orga-
nizations, Peer Monitors guarantee that
a given event will be attended by atleast
one monitor.
The administration has been par-
ticularly supportive, particularly the
Dean of Students office and Campus
Safety. These offices recognize the need
for such a student organization and be-
lieve that Peer Monitors should be re-
quired at all registered social events. This
may become a reality in the Spring of
1996.
If anyone is interested in learning
more about the program or becoming a
peer monitor, there will be an informa-
tion session in November. Contact Stacey
Joslin (x3418) for more information.
An Evening At
Jetstreams In Avon
continued from page 17
was a hollowed out barrel in which one
can sit and enjoy one's meal under a
glowing planet and shooting stars. If
you ever get the chance to go to
Jetstreams, this table might be a good
choice. There's even a large balcony
outside for summer dining.
Shara: To top off the evening, we
shared a delicious chocolate milkshake.
Once again, I got in a few sips before
Peter sucked up the whole thing. But
what I did get to taste sure was good.
Peter: Well, after our dinner, we re-
alized we were the last people left in the
restaurant. But that didn't really compel
us to hurry until the waiter kindly asked
us to pay the check.
We proceeded towards the exit
down the painted highway that covers
"...after our dinner, we
realized-we were the last
people left in the restau-
rant. But that didn't really
compel us to hurry until
the waiter kindly asked us
to pay the check."
-Peter Sigrist'97
the floor of the restaurant until we
reached the infamous wall of license
plates.
Shara: Like the menu and the decor,
there was a representative license plate
from every state andmany foreign coun-
tries. It took up the entire wall by the
restaurant's exit. The remaining employ-
ees were not pleased with our thorough
investigation of "The Wall." But they
were very courteous because they, too,
were in awe.
Peter: Although we expected an
easier ride home, we managed to get just
as lost on the return trip. But upon
arrival back at Trinity, we both agreed
that the evening had been a success.'
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Stmra And Peter Share An Enchanted Evening At Jetstreams
BY SHARA ABRAHAM &
PETER SIGRIST
Restaurant Reviewers
Who: Peter Sigrist '97
and Shara Abraham '96
What: Restaurant Review
When: Tuesday, October 18th
Where: Jetstreams in Avon
We met in Jarvis Towers on a cold,
October night. We were on a highly
classified mission to case out Jetstreams
in Avon. What we presumed would be a
scenic drive through lovely Avon turned
into a thorough tour of Mountain Drive.
Peter, deciding to disregard Shara's
intuition and refusing to stop for direc-
tions, proceeded to direct Shara through
a red light and past the intended turning
point several times.
to our left and saw two ski lifts fully
equipped with fake skiers. To the right
were booths, each named after a differ-
ent part of the country. Blinded by my
date's grace and inner beauty, I stumbled
over several tables, causing a chain reac-
tion which sent a waiter careening
through the air.
Shara: I just kept walking.
Peter: I sat down in utter humilia-
tion.
Shara: Despite my date's lack of fi-
nesse, I soon became enthralled by the
menu. There was a range of entrees
named for various cities all across the
world. As a native Philadelphian, my
personal favorite was the Philly Steak
Burger. But in the interest of expanding
my horizons, I chose the Lobster Ravioli.
* " ' ' . ' . " , ' " . " " . " ' " / " ' - . . " • " ' ' •
' . . " • "
"The atmosphere lent itself well to conversation. I was
intrigued by the grape vine suspended above us, which
inspired Peter to enter into a lengthy soliloquy on the
merits of Upstate New York." -Shara Abraham '96
Shara, fed up with Peter's inadequate
navigational skills, decided to take the
situa tion intoher own hands. After mak-
ing Peter ask for directions (twice), and
passing the restaurant two more times,
the two arrived at the great Jetstreams.
Herein lies testimony of their experi-
ence:
Peter: We entered and proceed
through perhaps the most strangely deco-
rated restaurant I've ever seen. We looked
Peter: For me, it was a tough deci-
sion between the Santa Fe Fajitas and the
St. Louis Barbeque Pork Ribs, but I fi-
nally decided upon the Chicken Aliago.
And a little warning for all you Coke
lovers out there, they'll try to give you
the Pepsi Challenge. If it wasn't for
Shara's vigilance, I would have fallen for
this scheme.
Shaia: We're no fools, so we went
with the IBC root beer. The service was
Peter Sigrist '97 and Shara Abraham '96
quick, but not rushed. The appetizer
which I ordered arrived, and Peter de-
voured it with passion.
Peter: It was my first time having
crab cakes. They were outstanding.
Shara: The atmosphere lent itself
well to conversation. I was intrigued by
the grape vine suspended above us,
which inspired Peter to enter into a
lengthy soliloquy on the merits of Up-
state New York.
Peter: I could tell by the glean in
Shara's eyes that she was impressed with
my wealth of knowledge. I could have
gone on all night...
Shara: But the food arrived and to
my great dismay, the conversation
changed.
JODIE CAUDET
after a fun night at Jetstreams
Peter: Shara was pretty disap-
pointed because I was just getting to the
good part. But when the food arrived,
we had to take some time out for a few
hearty bites.
Shara: Now I've had Lobster Ravioli
before, but THIS took the cake! The
presentation was aesthetically-pleasing;
the aroma left me breathless. When I
tasted the first bite, I knew I had made
the right choice.
Peter: My Chicken Aliago was de-
lectable. It was colorful and enticing.
Shara: I thinklcan speak forboth of
us in giving both entrees an A+.
Peter: After our meal, Shara pointed
out a strange fixture across the room. It
please turn to page 16
Working 25 Years With Marriott: Mary Rodrigue
-BY WHITNEY POMEROY
Features Editor
anniversary of MaryTtodngue's em-
ploymentwith Marriott here at Trinity.
Mary started back in 1970 in Mather
Dining Hall swiping IDs and serving
food to the students. Currently, Mary
can be found in the Cave five days a
week, Wednesday through Sunday.
To mark her 25th year, Marriott
presented Mary with a card that gives
her free stays at any Marriott Hotel
anywhere in the country on weekends.
She jested that she wanted to go down
to Florida and stay at a Marriott with
Tim Smith, (regional Marriottdirector),
but that he wasn't available.
"When I started, I never thought
that I'd make it twenty-five years, but
the kids keep me young. We have some
good days here and some bad days -
most of them are good."
On the subject of keeping young,
Mary recalled a time that she and fellow
danced.
When asked if she has had a favorite
student through the years, she answered
that all each and every one are her
favorites.Marysaysfhatshehasstudents
coming back from the 1970's to say "hi" to
her. Mary also said that unfortunately
she does not remember every student.
True to her working atmosphere,
Mary remarked mat she likes the Cave
better than the Bistro. She thinks that
The Cave is much friendlier than the
Bistro because their are always more
people in the Cave. She also said that she
is used to the noise in The Cave and that
The Bistro is too quiet for her.
Mary currently lives inHartford and
has a son who is a policeman in
Wethersfield.
Swiping IDs in the Cave, Mary Rodrigue, WHITNEY POKEROY
ALONG THE LONG WALK
This Week's Amazing Question Is,,.
If You Could Hypnotize A Friend, What Would You
Make Them Do?
April Brown '98
Ray Cuaciro '98
"I'd have him dance
The Butterfly in
Mather Hall."
Kevin Kopanon y96
David Logsdon '96
'The Elephant, oh yeah!"
Amy Kostek '97
Rick Garcia '94
"I'd make Robert lift
weights naked screaming
'Who's the Man'/'
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Friday Nightfs Participants Reflect On Powers Of Hypnotism
BY ERNESTO C. ANGUILLA
Features Writer
Used as therapy in treating patients
withpsychiatricmaladies,hypnotismcan
be a useful and helpful device. How-
ever, last Friday night in the Cave, none
of the finalists who were chosen to be
hypnotized had any of these problems.
Or, at least, they were not being treated
for those problems at that time.
The event, sponsored by the Trinity
College Activities Council (TCAC), fea-
tured Frank Santos. He is a commercial
hypno tist who performs regularly at ven-
ues throughout New England.
The idea was to randomly select ten
mild-mannered people, who showed
A spectator might wonder how a
subject feels after he has stuck his tongue
out at a large crowd and was a back-up
dancer for Madonna. As an actor and
performer, the experience was a little
different than plays and productions I
have performed in before. Did I do those
things of my own free will, or was I really
influenced?
In retrospect, I must say it was a
little bit of both. I wanted to do this out
of curiousity, but it was very hard to
fight the suggestions at the same time. In
short, I do not have the answers to these
common questions about hypnotism.
Another participant, Robertjohnson
'97, did not remember anything from
As an actor and performer, the experience was little differ-
ent than plays and productions I have performed in be-
fore, Did I do those things of my own free will, or was I
really influenced? -Ernesto Anguilla''99
signs of susceptibility to hypnotism, and
to put those people "under" and demon-
strate the power a hypnotist can have
over his subjects.
Speaking as someone who partook
in a series of odd events, I must say it was
quite an experience. Although I have
never been hypnotized before, I have
seen a couple different versions of Santos'
show before and claimed, "If I were up
there, I would never submit to his sug-
gestions."
This experience certainly made a
believer out of me. I would definitely
say that to undergo the whole flavor of
hypnotism, one must both want to do it
and concentrate on doing it. I think it
was quite easy to break the "spell" that
Santos put us under. Nevertheless, hyp-
notism is quite real and qui te possible for
when he "went under." He recalls re-
membering a few people on stage at the
beginning, but the rest of the evening is a
complete blur. Rob likens the experience
of hypnosis to blacking out.
Susan O'Hare '99 also had difficulty
remembering the course of events from
when she was hypnotized. Friday night
was her first time "going under." Susan
distinctly recalled yodelling, but was
slightly stunned when she was informed
of her other antics while she was
hynotized, such as jumping up and
screaming "I want sex!"
After the show, the spectators
seemed quite pleased with the results. I
was barraged with questions like, "What
was it like?" and "Do you really not
remember anything?" The whole experi-
ence was a bi t disconcertingbecause it all
s>eems like a difiam to me. I have flashes
October 1958...
The Tripod reported that the annual "Campus Chest Contest"
(yes, it's really what you think it is) and "The Ugly Man
Contest" promised to be the best contests yet so far. The
winner of the Chest contest the year before was an exotic
dancer named Bubbles.
October 1965;..
Ray Oosting announced his planned retirement. After 42
years as a teacher, coach, and administrator, Mr, posting
received Emeritus of Physical Education, the first to be named.
October I960...
Mather Hall is dedicated by President Albert Jacobs to a
crowd of over 300 people on Parents Weekend. President
Jacobs officially named the center William C. Gwinn Mather
Hall on behalf of the trustees. Mather, a trustee for over 42
years at the time of this dedication, also donated the chapel to
the college in memory of his mother.
October 1972...
"18 year Olds Get Majority" Eighteen to twenty-one year olds
became a part of the "legal adult" population. Among the
things that 18 year old's and up were now allowed to do was:
freedom to marry without consent, sign a vaild contract, be a
notary public, operate a rifle, sell lottery tickets, and most
importantly, legally purchase and consume alcohol.
COMPILED BY WHlTNEVPdMERdY
MATTHEW PRINCE
Frank Santos, the 'R rated hypnotist,' had people reeling in the Cave.
of moments and visions but they do not One thing is certain: As a form of
make any sense. Is this a sham? Perhaps, entertainment, hypnotism is a definite
We know so little of the potential of winner for both the participants and the
the human mind. Hypnotism could be spectators,
used as a way to explore that potential.
Jackson says,
"PLEASE COME AND
WORK FOR THE
TRIPOD, WOOF."
We're always looking for:
Writers
Photographers
Business Staff
Friends (For Jackson, of course)
Dates (again, for Jackson)
Layout FMitors
Idea People (Read Dobelle)
Graphic Arlhtt"
Mi tilml
Vice Presidents
Donations
Change In The Couch
Staff For Next Semester...
Go for it!
Study abroad.
One aspect of college life is the array of challenges you meetand surmount. With each new challenge met, you prepareyourself a little more for "the real world." One challenge you
won't want to pass up is study abroad. Because there's nothing like
living in another country to teach you how to."go for it." Call us for
our 1996-97 program catalogs. Specify Australia, Greece, Great
Britain, Ireland, Austria, Peace Studies or Mexico.
1.800.755.5607
cea@beaver.edu
http://www.beaver.edu/
Center for Education Abroad
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Runners Impressive In Bantam And Allentown Invites
BY JOSHUA H. WATSON
Sports Writer
The cross country team was
able to take advantage of the
familiar terrain of their home
course at the Bantam Invita-
tional, which was held on the
first weekend of reading week.
Both the men and women cap-
tured first place at the event, in
what head coach George Suitor
described as a "good, solid per-
formance."
Despite the absence of two
of their top five runners, the Trin-
ity men defeated both Connecti-
cut College and Quinnipiac Col-
lege. In the meet, Eric Lavigne
'98 and Etienne Shannon '96,
did not race at the invitational
due to stress fractures in their
shins.
The absence of two of its
topfiverunnersmighthavehurt
Trinity normally because team
score is determined by adding
the finishing positions of the
team's first five runners. In this
meet, however, the younger run-
ners were able to step it up and
lead the Bantams to victory.
Junior co-captain, Rob
Johnsonled the Bantammenfin-
ishing 2nd overall with a time of
27:32. He was followed by Josh
Olsen .'97 who finished 32 sec-
onds behind capturing4thplace
overall. Charles Baker '97, and
Ben Appleyard '98 finished in
the 6th and 11th positions. In
only his fourth race as a cross
country runner, Appleyard
placed 4th among the Bantam
Members of the women's cross-country team splash through an unintended water
hazard at the Allentown Invitational.
CTICNNI SHANON
runners and 11th overall.
"At a time when we needed
a younger runner to step up and
help us win a meet, Appleyard
ran the best race of his career,"
said co-captain Charles Baker
'97.
The Trinity women cap-
tured first place, defeating sec-
ond place Quinnipiac College
by eight points. The women
once again ran well as a team,
placing five runners in the top
fifteen, and three in the top ten.
The first four Bantam runners
finished within one minute of
each other.
Co-Captain Kathrin Phelan
'96 led the Trinity women, plac-
Rugby.Scrums To Victo
Women ruggers walk off the field in victory SARAH MICHEL
BYALIXPECK&
CORINNE TUCCILLO
Contributing Writers
Despite having a number
of inexperienced players, the
women's rugby team entered
this past weekend with a win-
ning record of 2-1. After play-
ing Vassar College on Saturday
and the University of Hartford
on Sunday, the Bantams fin-
ished with a record of 3-1-1.
"We were confident going
up against UHart, but we were
pleased to walk away with a tie
against Vassar because they are
a quality team," said senior
scrum-half Jen Alspach.
The team first travelled to
New York to tangle with Vassar.
Despite the long road trip and
torrential downpours, the Ban-
tams had earned a well-de-
served tie. Sarah Martin, the
team's leading scorer, gave
Trinity the only try with a long
break away to end the game at
5-5. Each member contributed
to the winning effort, including
Janet Lee '98> who suffered a
mild concussion.
Sunday's game versus the
University of Hartford offered
nicer weather but equally
muddy fields. Despite the ad-
verse conditions, the Bantams
won the match by a score of 25-
0. Alix Peck '98 scored 3 tries,
and Corinne Tuccillo '98 and
Kara Millett'98eachadded one.
The Trinity scrum had a
successful day, winning 90%
of the scrum-downs. The scrum
moved the ball quickly out to
the backs and ran the ball well.
While the team entered the
season without many key play-
ers several newcomers have
stepped in and played well.
Much of the team's success can
be attributed to the leadership,
organization and talent of cap-
tains Kathryn Sanders '96 and
Laura McGough'97. Terrance
Healy'95, a former Trinity
rugby player, is the team's first
coach. He has provided an as-
tute knowledge of the game,
which has helped the team at-
tain its fine record.
; Despite the team's success
this season, they did not make
the postseason tournament.
Butwithtenadditional players
returning from semesters
abroad in the Spring, the Ban-
tams are very optimistic for
their second season in 1996.
ing 6th overall with a time of
19:49. Sophomores Sonja and
Liz worth finished second and
third among the Trinity women,
and 8th and 10th overall. Kim
Mendall '99 and Jill Romano '97
also finished in the top fifteen.
The Bantams were able to
take advantage of running on
their familiar home course,
which according to Phelan "is
one of the most difficult courses
in the league." Because the Ban-
tam Runners were familiar with
the hilly course they were able
to go out relaxed.
"We had an advantage be-
cause we knew when to attack
and when to back off," said co-
captain Etienne Shannon.
Thefoliowingweekend,the
Bantams traveled to Pennsylva-
nia to compete in the Allentown
Invitational. The Allen town In-
vitational gave the Bantams an
opportunity to compete against
teamsoutsidetheNESCAC. The
meet was a success as the Ban-
tams placed in the top half
among the teams competing.
The conditions of the race
were very wet as the Bantams
competed in the midst of a
downpour. Because the course
leads therunners througha hilly
course in the woods, the run-
ners had to cope with very
muddy conditions.
"These were the rainiest
conditions that I have ever been
at as a coach" said George Suitor.
The rainy conditions gen-
erally made the runners more
cautious. Many runners were
concerned with falling and so
their times were slower than
normal.
"It was difficult to judge
our performance" said Coach
Suitor. " I was just happy that
no one was injured during the
race."
In the meet, the men's team
finished 13th overall. Johnson
placed firston the team and 34th
out of over two hundred run-
ners with a time of 28:38.08.
Olson finished second on the
team and 39th overall.
Without the services of
Phelan, the women's team
placed ninth in the meet. Liz
Worthy placed first for the team
and 30th overall with a time of
21:09. She was followed by her
sister who placed 38th overall
with a time of 21:20.
On Saturday, October 21,
Trinity was scheduled to race at
the Albany Invitational in New
York. However, due to rainy
conditions, the Bantams elected
not to compete. The team de-
cided it was more important to
stay healthy for next week's
NESCAC Championship at
Connecticut College. With
Lavigne and Shannon question-
able for that meet, the team will
again rely on the younger run-
ners to perform well.
enzner Tackles Gridiron
j page 21
Lastsemester, he joined the
SGA in an effort to get more
involved in campus politics.
Then early in September, a foot-
ball teammate talked him into
running for President of the
Class of 1996.
"Tony Ruocco ['96, a start-
ing cornerback and the class vice
president] made us run for se-
nior class officers," saidLenzner,
who along withRuocco and sec-
retary Ken Pouch upset three
incumbents for the Class of '96
leadership positions in Septem-
ber. "I'm glad he did. I've met
so many people in our class that
I never even knew before. I
wish I had gotten involved
"DC is a great city,
and growing up there
was the best,"
— Jono Lenzner
sooner."
Despite his new leadership
positions on campus, home is
still where Lenzner's heart is.
"Beside football. Crow and
classes," he said, "most of my
meaningful life experiences dur-
ing my college years have been
back home in Washington."
Lenzner has spent many of
his summers working for the
rights of his fellowD.C. citizens.
While working at an investiga-
tive law firm, he helped to con-
vict a crooked landlord who was
renting cheap housing to pov-
erty-strickenresidents, then get-
ting them evicted.
He spent another summer
break working in a public de-
fender service, It was this expeL
rience thathe-callsy "by far, the
mostTsatisfying time of my life
so far.
"Iworked as an investiga-
tor for two public defenders. I
was down in the projects all the
time, talking to witnesses and
helping people who, guilty or
not, get a fair shot. It's some-
thing I like to do."
Last summer, he gained
further experience by interning
in the press office of Common
Cause, a public interest group
which works to keep money and
corruption out of politics. It is a
cause about which Lenzner ap-
pears to have strong feelings.
"Special interest groups
have lobbyists to get Congress-
men to vote their way, and by
doing so they're neglecting the
common person's'influence," he
said. "Those people don't have
$10,000 to hire a lobbyist."
Promhisexperienceswork-
ing in Washington, Lenzner is
fully aware of the problems in
the city. Nevertheless, the chal-
lenge of making a difference is
one he is willing to face head-
on. On Trinity's campus he has
taken on leadership roles in an
attempt to have an impact. His
motivation will be even stron-
ger when he returns to the city
of his youth.
Consider attending the
SOPHOMORE STARTER
SEMIMAR
Planning /pf. the future
You will: <* . \ -,
•take a self-assessment test
 v /
•learn more'about careers . \ \
•develop your path for future success \ -'
How to register ; "<,
I SJopby th"etC^r^erCpt3nse(incf0fftc'f
I Qrcaffx2080by?Nove'mbe/1 /
Attend two sessions: / % , /
November 6 and
7:Q'0-8:30 pm
Considepmg-majorsrSUFnmer jobs,
Attendance is limited to 15 people • Sign up today!
Sponsored by the Career Counseling Office
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Post-Season A Question Mark As Women Drop Four Of Six
BYBBNGOLAS
Sports Writer
Over the past two weeks, the
women's soccer team's goal of reaching
postseason play has been jeopardized.
Although the Bantams appeared to be
headed for postseason play after a 4-1-1
start, they have been derailed losing four
of their past six games.
"It is frustrating because we have
stopped doing the things that made us
successful early on in the season/' said
tri-captain Sue Lally '96. "We have put
ourselves in a sirua Won where we have to
win our last two games."
LALLY
In Trinity's most recent game, the
Bantams lost 2-1 to Bowdoin, one of the
top teams in the league. The game was
played under horrendous conditions as
a driving rain storm turned the field into
a mud pit. With players sliding across
the field, chunks of sod flying through
the air, or balls skidding wildly across
the slick surface, the Polar Bears pre-
vailed 2-1.
Besides the rain, the players were
forced to contend with gusts of wind,
which blew many of the fans' umbrellas
inside-out.
"It felt like I had an extra twenty
pounds of weight on playing into a thirty
mile an hour wind," said tri-captain
Maureen Concannon '96.
In the first half, Trinity jumped on
the Polar Bears early by using the wind to
their advantage. The Bantams'first threat
toBowdoinoccurredwhenJenMartinelli
'98 received a wind-aided pass at the
middle of the field. Martinelli beat her
defender to the ball and attempted to
shoot, but the Bowdoin goalkeeper
charged out to meet her. Martinelli and
the goalkeeper collided and the ball was
deflected wide of the left post.
The Bantams scored the game's first
goal on a corner kick from the left side.
Ryan Williams '99 kicked a lofting ball
that was swept up by the wind. Theball
hooked past the outstretched arm of the
goalkeeper into the net.
As Trinity continued to attack the
Bowdoin goal, the Trinity lead was pro-
tected by defenders Courtney Glenn '99,
Colleen McGlynn '98, Ashley Hull '99,
Jen Summergrade '97, and goalkeeper
Lally. Lally made many clutch saves,
including a one-handed deflection on a
direct kick and a sliding stop in a one on
one situation.
"On the direct kick I knew where the
ball was going but it was hard to get there
in the mud," said Lally.
In the second half, Bowdoin altered
its strategy to confuse Trinity's defend-
ers. ThePolar Bears continually switched
their offensive players so that the Ban-
tams lost track of them. Because of their
substitution, Bowdoin was able to score
two open goals to earn the win.
"You can't blame anybody for the
goals because they [Bowdoin's offensive
players] were switching so much," said
On Bowdoin's first goal, the ball
was then crossed across the goal mouth
from the right wing and driven into the
open net by a Bowdoin striker. Lally's
attempt to interrupt the cross was
thwarted when she slipped in the gigan-
tic puddle occupying the goal mouth.
"If it was not muddy, I probably
would have had that ball," said Lally.
The second goal scored by Bowdoin
occurred when a ball was played to the
top of the Trinity penalty box from the
left side of the field. A Bowdoin striker
trapped the ball and fired a shoulder-
highbulletinto the net. The two Bowdoin
goals marred an otherwise solid perfor-
mance for Lally, considering the weather.
The Bantams chances to even the
score in the second half were centered
around the play of Alyson Guild '97 and
Concannon. Concannon provided ag-
gressive play off the bench and pressur-
ing the Polar Bear defense. But Trinity's
offensive strikes were hampered by the
whipping wind, which was in their face
in the second half.
"If we had been playing with the
wind in the second half, it would have
been a lot different," said Concannon.
Trinity was unable to net a goal in
the second half and its record dropped to
6-5-1. The loss was costly because start-
ing left midfielder Robin Mack '99 was
lost for the season with a broken leg. The
injury occurred when Mack and a
Bowdoin defender were battling for the
ball.
On October 5, the Bantams earned
an impressive 3-1 home victory over
Smith in another wet, sloppy game. The
rain soaked field was an advantage for
the Bantams because the Pioneers were
not prepared to play.
"Smith did not want to play. They
were upset because they thought the
said
ting the ball in the net. While Trinity
played well in the match, the team could
not capitalize on any scoring opportuni-
ties.
"We played hard but we could not
finish. The teams were evenly matched,
but they got a break," said Guild.
On October 10, Trinity's hopes of
avenging the Colby loss were quelled by
another 1-0 loss at Clark. In a game they
expected to win, the Bantamswerebeaten
by a questionable Clark goal early in the
first half. On the goal, a Clark play er was
dribbling along the baseline. While sev-
eral Trinity players thought that the Clark
player dribbled out of bounds and then
back into play, the official did not blow
his whistle. Unimpeded, the Clark player
kicked the ball past Lally for a goal.
"She [the Clark player] dribbled out
of play and then she came back in. I think
everybody was a little confused," said
Lally.
In the second half, the Bantams
thought that they had evened the game
at 1-1. Martinelli scored an apparent
goal, but it was negated by a question-
able offsides penalty.
"I was outside the penalty box and I
shot the ball into the upper right-hand
corner, but Alyson [Guild] was near the
goal and the official blew the whistle
because I guess he thought I was passing
to her," said Martinelli.
On October 14, the Bantams experi-
enced their third loss in a row in falling to
Tufts. Tufts scored their first goal early
in the game and their second with only
53 seconds on the clock. In between the
goals, the flow of the game was clearly
dictated by Trinity. Trinity dominated
the ball but could not convert any offen-
sive opportunities into goals.
"We dominated the game, but again,
we could not finish. It [scoring] is a
problem for us," said Guild.
Trinity Package
219 New Britain Ave
Hartford, Ct. 06106
(203) 547-0263
WE ARE HERE TO SERVE YOU
From all of us at Trinity Package:
Good luck on vour scholastic year.
Your years at Trinity are the years you will
remember for the rest of your life.
We also want to remind you, as a famous
General once said:
"We fought for freedom, we died for freedom, we got
freedom. To keep it, is up to you."
Your predecessors fought to have alcohol
allowed on campus, to keep it that way is up to
you.
Respect property, respect others, respect
yourself.
DRINK RESPONSIBLY
Trinity lit up the Scoreboard first
when Ashley Hull '99 volleyed a loose
ball past the Smith goalkeeper in the first
half. Entering the second half with a one
goal lead, Trinity quickly put the game
away when both Williams and Jenny
Rogers '96 scored to create a three goal
margin.
Smith's only goal came on an indi-
rect kick from the top of the penalty box.
The ball was tapped into play and then
hammered into the upper left corner for
a goal by a Smith striker. However,
Smith was unable to produce any more
offense and the Bantams recorded the
victory.
On October 7, Trinity lost a 1-0 deci-
sion in overtime to Colby. After two
scoreless halves, a Colby player ended a
scuffle in the Trinity goal mouth by put-
*u«*ii#'t?«<<*«<K3H«ctaiber 19, Trinity solved' their
scoring drought in a 4-0 victory over Mt.
Holyoke. The pace of the game was set
by Guild, who punched in the first two
goals of the game. Paige Vollmer '99 and
Shelley Lozier '99 added one apiece. The
game allowed Trinity to; showcase the
talented depth of the bench. The Ban-
tams received quality minutes from Kelly
Wallace '99, Paige Vollmer '99, Allison
Lanzatta'99, and Julie Raish'99.
"It was a great game for us. We were
a much superior team, but we still played
well Which was important," said coach
Maureen Pine.
With a 6-5-1 record, the team must
win every remaining game to earn a berth
in the ECAC tournament. To do so, the
Bantams mustregain their scoring touch
and avoid any more bad breaks against
Wesleyan and Middlebury.
CORRECTIONS
• Football quarterback Joe Mullaney is a sophomore.
His class year was incorrectly identified in a photo
caption last issue.
• Golfer Ben Golas is a sophomore. His class year
was incorrectly identified in an article in the last
issue.
Did You Know!
CURTII fORDffefl *74 , rowing
coach at Princeton University and a
lofmer Trinity rower, has been
named an assistant coach with the
United Itates men's sweep team lor
the i 9 9 6 Olympic Gome/.
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Lenzner And Washington D.C.—Perfect Together
BYMARKMENTONE
Sports Editor
Pardon Jono Lenzner if he
can't wait to go home.
Lenzner, a two-year starter
at defensive end for the football
team, has nothing against Trin-
ity College. In fact, the newly
elected president of the class of
1996 regrets not getting involved
in more campus activities.
Its just that Lenzner, a
Washington, DC native, is wor-
ried about his hometown. He is
anxious to get back and make a
difference in the city that means
so much to him.
"DCs a great city, and
growing up there was the best,"
Lenzner said. "But the city is
going downhill. The crime is
awful, the public school system
is crap, racial divisions are build-
ing up—it's pretty bad."
Lenzner has seen
Washington's problems first-
hand. He once worked a sum-
mer camp and saw that a lot of
kids wouldn't show up because
they didn' t have the money for a
bus. He has watched as virtu-
ally every Congressmanhas sent
his children to private school.
He saw his fellow citizens re-
But Lenzner's hometown
pride runs deep, and civil ser-
vice appears to be in his blood.
His parents met while working
in the civil rights division of the
United States Justice Depart-
ment. As a child, Lenzner
worked on the staff of local po-
litical campaigns, one of the first
activities that made him realize
that he wanted to remain in
Washington when he got older.
"Working on the campaigns
set the tone for me, letting me
see what Washington was all
about," he said. "I knew then
that I wanted to stay in the city
and see what I could do there."
Just as his family has
pointed him toward civil ser-
vice, it was also the influence of
his relatives that led Lenzner to
play football as a youth.
Lenzner's father, Terry, was an
of f ensi ve guard and a linebacker
at Harvard, and captained the
Crimson gridders in 1960.
Lenzner has tried plenty of
other sports. He played base-
ball and basketball as a youth,
then took up wrestling and la-
crosse when he left Washington
to attend Deerfield Academy in
Massachusetts. But the gridiron
has alwaysbeen his favorite ath-
letic field.
"Football is big in my fam-
ily, and a big part of my life,"
said Jono. "I'm not one of those
guys that will cry for three days
after the last game, but I can't
imagine not coming back and
playing football in the fall."
Despite being a starter the
last two years for the Bantams,
Lenzner's most cherished Trin-
Two-sport stand-out Jono Lenzner is the
President of the Class of 1996.
SPORTS INFORMATION DEPT.
city s mayor.
time was still sparse.
"In the 8-0 season my
sophomore year, I only started
one game," he said. "Butjustto
be on that team was worth it.
Every day it was fun to go to
practice. It was a special feeling
to be on the best team around."
Despite being a part of
many Bantam victories in his
career, the 6-foot, 205-pound
Lenzner says he has never
walked off the field thinking he
had played a great game. "If
a season in which his playing mance, he would choose
Trinity's opening game, last-
minute victory over Colby in
1994. In that game he had a
career-high three sacks. But
Lenzner's greatest source of
pride comes from simply wear-
ing the Bantam uniform.
"I played four years," said
Lenzner. "A lot of my friends
have quit. I feel like I've left my
mark. That happens whether
you play or not, especially on a
Trinity team, because every
other learn w awtt, to beat you so
batUjf, Jtfs one ot flie-biggest
games on other teams' sched-
ules."
Upon matricula ting at Trin-
ity, Lenzner had plans to wrestle.
He felt wrestling was his best
sport at Deerfield, but suffered
an injury at the end of his fresh-
man football season that kept
him from joining Trinity's grap-
plers. He recovered in time to
try lacrosse in the spring, and
never went back to wrestling.
"I guess after missing a
sport for a year, its tough to go
back to it," said Lenzner, now a
starting defenseman for the Ban-
tam laxmen. "But lacrosse is
fun—itcan be more laid back. It
isn't theday-in day-out job that
football is."
Although committed to two
sports, Lenzner is the first to
admit that there is more to life
than athletics. While he would
not trade his on-field experi-
ences, the political science ma-
jor would have liked to have
done more on campus.
"I really wished that I had
branched out more," he said. "I
would have liked to have done
more with the Class Commit-
tee, and maybe with student
government, too. I wish I had
done more to help promote the
students' position on campus.
"Sports are great fun, but
they take up a lot of time. I'm a
senior already—it flew by."
Recently, Lenzner has been
trying to make up for lost time.
Lastspring,hebecame the presi-
dent of Alpha Chi Rho frater-
nity. In this position he has led
the group through Its transfor-
mation into the Raven Society,
which meets the College's de-
mands for co-education.
please turn to page 19
Bantams Finally Hit Stride Against Hamilton, Tufts And Bowdoin
continued from page 24
game apparently under control,
the Bantams turned the ball over
to the Polar Bears after four
plays.
After a 25-yard pass
completion and a Trinity per-
sonal foul, Bowdoin drove the
ball at the Trinity 9-yard line.
With Bowdoin threatening to
score in the final minute, some
Trinity players were reminded
of the Bantam's season-opening
loss to Colby. In that game, the
White Mules scored in the final
minute to beat the Bantams. As
defensive end Jono Lenzner '96
said, "I was having flashbacks
of Colby."
But the defense held
Bowdoin on three successive
plays. ComerbackCraigBorsari
broke up two passes in the end
zone andHankard pressured the
Bowdoin quarterback into an-
other incomplerion. With 6 sec-
onds left in the game, Bowdoin
tried a 26-yard field goal. But
the snap was fumbled and the
Polar Bears never got the chance
to kick the game winning field
goal, allowing the Bantams to
hold on for the victory.
For the game, Trinity lim-
ited Bowdoin to 175 total yards.
Senior Marc Pezzuto was also
one of the leaders of the defense
with six tackles. The defensive
line probably played their best
game of the season. Sophomore
Brad Mannal had 3 sacks on the
afternoon, while seniors Zeb
Andrews (seven tackles), Jon
Golas (nine tackles), and
Lenzner (five tackles) applied
pressure to Bowdoin's quarter-
backs. Linebacker Rob Norton
'97,startinginhis first gamesince
injuring his knee four weeks ago,
had seven tackles. Defensive
backs Aric Alibrio '96 and Tony
Ruocco '96 stepped up to help
make several tackles.
On offense, Jones finished
the afternoon with 139 yards on
20 carries. Fullbacks Mike
Ranieri '96 and Brian Byrne '97
fought for 30 yards and 12 yards
respectfully and Mullaney
gained 38 yards on 13 carries.
Last week, the Bantams
gained its second win of the sea-
son against Tufts. The Bantams
stingy defense, along with key
special teams plays clinched the
victory for Trinity.
"The team set a goal
of winning our last
six games, so we're
half way there/
— Aric Altbrio
Tufts scored the game's first
touchdown to gjve the Jumbos a
7-0 lead. Halfback Brian Byrne
'97 scored Trinity's first touch-
down in the second quarter. He
caught a 5 yard pass from
Mullaney and rumbled 42 yards
down the sideline.
"I did a quick three yard out
and Joe [Mullaney] dumped the
ball over the linebacker, I turned
up field behind Matt [Defiore]
and headed down the sideline,"
said Bryne.
Senior Tony Ruocco en-
abled the Bantams to break the
7-7 tie. Ruocco blocked a Tufts
punt to give the Bantams good
field position inside Tufts terri-
tory. After Trinity drove 40
yards, split end Robbie Kane
'97 scored on a 9-yard reverse to
put Trinity up 14-7.
The Bantams next touch-
down came as a resul t of a long
drive. Jones (103 yards, 21 car-
ries) capped the drive with a 15-
yard run that appeared to be a
score. But he fumbled on the
goal line causing a scramble for
the ball. In a heady play, Kaija
recovered the ball in the end
zone to put the Bantams up 21-
7. Mullaney scored the final
touchdown on a 9-yard option
run.
On the day, the offense
gained 333 total yards and 19
first downs. Mullaney was 5-11
for 107 yards passing and
rushed for another 39. Kane
had 82 all-purpose yards and
Matt Defiore '96 caught four
passes for 60 yards
The Bantam defense had
its most impressive effort of the
season in holding the Jumbos to
153 yards of total offense. The
Bantams held Jumbo running
back Damon Adams, the NCAA
leader in total yardage, to a mere
33 yards rushing. Hankard,who
had 12 tackles, was named both
NESCAC arid ECAC player of
the week. Pezzuto finished 11
tackles, Lenzner had eight tack-
les and 11/2 sacks, and Alibrio
contributed seven tackles and a
pass break-up. .
The defense has been solid
throughout the entire season,
but especially during the Ban-
tams three game win streak. In
SPORTS INFORMATION DEPfRay Jones '97 has had three consecu'uv
100 yard games.
the past, three games, the de- Continentals to 168 yards of to-
fense has given, up less than
seven points per game.
"We have realized that we
need to devote more effort into
playing better defense. We
haven't made any personnel
changes, but the personnel has
made changes within them-
selves," said Lenzner.
The first win of the streak
came in a 26-0 decision over
Hamilton on October 7th in
Hartford. Jones scored three
touchdowns on runs of 16,15,
and 13 yards and rushed for 141
yards on 20 carries. Ranieri had
the other Bantam touchdown
and ran for 75 yards. Mullaney
completed 7 of 13 passes for 114
yards. Kane had 86 all-purpose
yards. The defense limited the
tal offense. Linebacker Mike
Poremba '97 was named
NESCAC player of the week as
he had eight tackles, three pass
break-ups and three quarterback
pressures, Hankard lead the
team with 12 tackles and Alibrio
had seven tackles and twp pass
break-ups.
Next week, the Bantams
will travel to Middlebury to face
the Panthers. Middlebury en-
ters the game with a 2-3 record.
Last week, the Panthers
squeaked by a poor Bates team.
But Middlebury always plays
the Bantams tough.
"Middlebury is always
tough, Both of our teams de-
pend on defense, so it will be a
battle," said Lenzner.
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Men's Soccer Splashes By Bowdoin To End Winless Streak
BY CAROLYN FRENCH
Sports Writer
It's been a long three weeks
for the men's soccer team. Over
the stretch, the Bantams (4-6-1)
dropped four games and tied
one before earning an upset
overtime win over Bowdoin this
past Saturday.
In its biggest victory of the
season, Trinity .defeated
Bowdoin 3-2 in a driving rain
storm. With rain pouring and
the wind gusting, the Bantams
were led by fullback Neil
Zoltowski '96, who scored one
goal and had two assists.
After a scoreless first half,
Bowdoin opened the scoring
with two second half goals. The
first goal was scored during a
scramble in front of the Trinity
goal. The second occurred on a
break away where a Bowdoin
player slid the ball past Trinity
goalkeeper Craig Anderson '99.
Facing a two goal deficit,
Zoltowski led the Bantams back
into the game. He scored
Trinity's first goal off a cross
pass from Andy Hayes, '99.
"The ball came to Andy on
the right side. He made a move
past the defender and crossed a
pass in the air and I headed it
in," said Zoltowski,
Zoltowski then set up co-
captain Kevin Kane '96 for
Trinity's second goal, which tied
the game at 2-2.
"PJ. [Louis] shot in a cor-
ner by Greg [Franco] and it was
saved by the [Bowdoin] goalie.
I headed the rebound to Kevin
IK^ne] at the ri|J\t post and he
•headed' it Into th£ right corner of
ti\e goal," said Zoltowski.
While the weather had an
impact on the game, it almost
denied the Bantams a victory.
Andy Hayes attempts a slide tackle against a Bowdoin GUS EluS0N
player on Saturday. Trinity won the game 3-2.
hi overtime, Zoltowski shot the
ballatanopennet. Buttheshot,
which would have rolled into
the goal on a dry day, got stuck
in the mud. It took a heady play
by Jared Fernandes '99 to put
the ball in in .the, .jgpaJL for the
game "wmfung^  score. ""
"The ball got deflected by
the goalie and it stopped on the
goal line. Jared put it in from
about five yards out," said
Zoltowski.
The goal gave the Bantams
a 3-2 victory, their first in three
games.
Before reading week, the
Bantams played at Amherst.
They played tough but still lost
5-0". The game was even in first
as Trinity played the Lord Jeffs
tough. But in second half, Am-
herst took over and scored two
goals. TheBantamforwardshad
Women's Tennis Succeeds At NE's
continued from page 24
their best to cheer on their team
but Wesleyan came away with
only one win. Cardinal No. 1
player Molly Nelson gave Trin-
ity fits all day. In doubles, Nelson
and partner Karen CarnioL gave
co-captain Anne Chick '96 and
Katie Reifenheiser '97 a tough
time. The Bantams lost this con-
test 8-6, but Chick was able to
get by Nelson 6-2, 7-6 (7-4) in
singles.
The women's last regular
season road match proved to be
a nail-biter. Trinity lost a heart-
breaker toTufts, 4-5. Because
each team was of similar abili-
ties the atmosphere was tense,
with many close matches
Chick and Reifenheiser fell
8-7 in the first spot, blowing a 7-
3 lead. The Jumbos took Nelson
and Birgbauer down 8-3 in the
second spot, and Folger and
Mann made quick work of their
opponents at No, 3 with a 8-3
win.
In singles, Chick and
Reifenheiser won 6-2, 6-4, and
6-1,6-1/ respectively, and Nelson
was delighted to come out a
winner in'three, 3-6,6-4,6-1. But
Folger ended up losing in three,
not cashing in on some big
chances in the third, including a
few match points. Maloney was
up 6-2,5-2, but ended up losing
the second set, 7-5, and the third
6-1.
The Smith College home
match played last Tuesday
proved to be bittersweet. The
Bantams were happy to trounce
seventh-ranked team 8 1 / 2 - 1 /
2, but this day meant the last
home match for the seniors. Co-
captains Nelson and Chick were
honored by Coach Wendy
Bartlett with four yellow roses
tied in a ribbon representing four
years of greatness.
"Friends and family gath-
ered to see them perform on
their home turf for the last time,"
said Maloney. "It was pretty
emotional."
"Ialwaystry to gear
my teams to peak at
this tournament
[NewEnglarids]."
— Wendy Bartlett
In the competiton, all
singles matches were won in two
sets except Chick's match ver-
sus Heather Sanchez. The No. 1
singles contest had to be halted
due to darkness. It was called a
tie with each winning a set 1-6,
6-4.
The New Englands proved
to be Trinity's best showing in
years. It took place mainly at
Amherst, but Mt. Holyoke vol-
unteered indoor space due to
the bad weather. Team mem-
bers were excited with the fourth
place rank in which they com-
piled 21 points,
"The New Englands was
are time to shine/" said Bartlett.
"I always knew that we were a
better team than Tufts, so I felt a
goal for us would be to finish
higher then the Jumbos, and we
did. [Tufts was sixth]. I always
try to gear my teams to peak at
this tournament
"Even though it is an indi-
vidual tournament the team as-
pect Is very important because
of the total point tally. Being in
the top four here is just like be-
ing in the final four of an NCAA
Basketball Tournament. I was
so proud to be included in this
group because the scores really
dropped off considerably after
us."
The team's performance at
the New Englands, in order, was
as follows: Chick lost in the
quarters to Colby, Reifenheiser
lost in the second round to MIT,
Folger got to the quarters but
lost to Colby, Nelson lost to
Williams in the fourth round,
Birgbauer lost in the finals after
a 3-hour semi-final win over
Amherst, and Maloney reached
the semi-finals, losing to Am-
herst.
In the Doubles the No. 3
team stole the show by reaching
the finals and falling to Amherst.
No. 1 Chick and Reifenheiser
make it to the quarters until they
were stopped by Colby, and #2
Nelson and Birgbauer lost in the
second round to Middlebury.
Over all their performance was
a great improvement over last
year.
The week to come will give
a chance for the team to reflect
on their season and vote on team
awards. A banquet is in the
works as well.
the majority of shots on goal.
Frank Taylor '97 and Mike
Baskoff '98 put pressure on
Amherstkeeper,whomadesev-
eral spectacle saves to deny Ban-
tam shots.
"It was like there was a force
field in front of their goal. Noth-
ing would go in. Their goalie
had the game of his career," said
Derek Frederickson '96.
The team next traveled to
MIT, butsuffered another tough
loss. MIT scored four goals in a
ten minute span during the first
half, and took the Bantams out
of the game, The Bantams were
hurt by the loss of Zoltowski,
who was issued a red card for
striking an MIT player. Greg -
Cartin, '96, scored the lone Ban-
tam goal in the second half. The
final score of the game was 5-1.
Against Clark, Trinity de-
feated the Cougars 1-0 to break
a streak of five games without a
win. The game remained score-
less until the second half when
Frederickson scored the only
goal of the game off of a cross
from David Aucoin, '98,
In its next game, the team
traveled to Boston to take on
Tufts, the fourth ranked team in
New England. Despite the Jum-
bos impressive ranking, the
teams were evenly matched and
played to a 1-1 overtime tie.
The game remained score-
less through regulation, and
through the first 26:30 of the
overtime period. Kane scored
the only Bantam goal with 3 1 /
2 minutes lef tin the second over-
time off a deflection. One
minute later, a Bantam player
was c^i'g^Pfor^'I^q^lte'itti
hand ball in front of the Trinity
goal. The infraction gave the
Jumbos a penalty kick, which
they convei ted to even die game
"It was a ridiculous call.
The ball bounced off of a guy's
shoulder, and if we hadn't
scored the minute before, the
referee never would have called
it," said Frederickson.
In its next game against
Eastern Connecticut State Uni-
versity, the Bantams lost it sixth
game of the season, knocking
them out of post-season conten-
tion. This time the Bantamswere
victimized by mental lapses
during a!5 minute stretch in the
second half. The Bantams had
trouble guarding their men.
After a scoreless first half,
ECSU scored two quick goals at
the beginning of the second half.
Trinity answered on a goal by
Fernandes with twenty minutes
left in the game. Fernandes'
goal, his third of the season, was
not enough, as the Bantams lost
2-1.
"We carried the play, but
had two mental lapses. We had
many chances to score at the
end of the game, but we couldn't
put the ball into the net. It was
indicative of the trouble we've
had scoring all season," said
Frederickson.
After its recent victory over
Bowdoin, the team has regained
some confidence as it faces two
of the top four teams in the
NESCAC this week. The Ban-
tams play Wesleyan on Wednes-
day and then travel to
Middlebury for the last game of
the season. Because no team
member has ever -beaten,
Wesleyan or Middlebury, a win
in one of the last two games
would be satisfying for the
"We'll have some nice
memories if we finish strong,"
said senior midfielder
Frederickson •»
Field Hockey Now 7-4
continued f> om page 24
Vivian Chong '96 and Jenny
Dakin '97 was able to hold off
the Pioneers to pieser\e the
win
On October 14th, the team
played Tuft? (8-1), one of the
top teams inNew England The
Bantams did not back down as
they played an even game with
KNOWLES
the second-ianked Jumbuv
Tufts s-cored early in the
game as A Jumbo player con-
vei ted a ciossing pj«.s The
Bantams had s>evi>ral chances
to tit- the game, including shols
by Knowles and Norland, but
the Bantams v. ere continually
denied.
"We had many opportu-
nities to score," said Altshul,
"but our passes were cither a
second tew early or too late and
we did not capitalize."
Tufts held on for the 1-0
victory. The loss left the Ban-
tams at 6-4
In their next game the Ban-
tams faced Wesleyan, which
entered the game with an iden-
tical 6-4 record With the two
teams directh vying for
postseason berths, the Bantams
came away with the important
2-1 victory.
Knowles scored her sixth
goal of the season near the end
of the fust half to give the Ban-
tams a 1-0 lead. Wesleyan tied
the game on a goal at the end of
the half. With two minutes re-
maining. Norland punched m
a rebound of a shot to give the
Bantams their seventh victory
of the season.
This past Saturday, the
tt'iim was swamped by mother
nature in another ba till'against
a good Bowdoin squad. But
because oi a torrential rain-
storm, the game was stopped
aftci three quaiters with the
game tied dt 1-1 Waldnrun
scored her fifth goal of the sea-
son in IIK1 fiist hall all oi a pass
fiom Vanessa Ruft '99
While tine game vwis sus-
pended with the si ore 1-1. nei-
ther team will be charged w ith
a he on its record. But the game,
will have an impdcl on tourna-
ment selections.
With a 7-4 record, the Ban-
tams have positioned them-
selves for a ECAC tournament
berth. The team has two garnet,
remaining, a non-league con-
test against Keene Slate and its
important season finale at
Middlebury,
"If we win our remaining
games we have a good shot at
hosting the ECAC tourna-
ment/' said Waldman.
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TfflS WEEK IN
BANTAM
Tuesday, October 24
Golf @ NEIGA Tournament TBA
I WOMEN'S SOCCER v. WESLEYANI
3:30
I FIELD HOCKEY v. KEENE STATE
4:00
[Wednesday, October 25
I MEN'S SOCCER v. WESLEYAN
3:00
I Saturday, October 28
Football @ Middlebury 1:30
Men's Soccer @ Middlebury 11:00
I Women's Soccer @ Middlebury
11:00
I Field Hockey @ Middlebury 11:00
I Cross-Country @ NESCAC
Championships @ Conn College
1:00
I Crew @ Head of the Schuylkill TBA
Hankard Sets Tackles Record
I Two Saturdays ago at Tufts, football captain
RYAN MANICARO 'ft6 i)rol£6 flii^il/QAsRVfiBIitOli
| school record for career assisted tackles. The
top five in Trinity history in this cateogry are as |
follows:
1. Ryan Hankard '96 2
2. Kent Hubbard 1892 2
3. Harmon craves 1892 2
| 4. Rob skkenger '90 2
5. Joe Yamin'89 1
"as of 10/24/95 Courtesy: Sports Information Dept. I
/"r
MEN'S
SOCCER
GE
Jared Femandes 11
Derek Frederickson 11
Kevin Kane 11
Neil Zoltowski 10
Greg Cartin 11
David Aucoin 11
Greg Orpen 9
Jeff Ross 2
Michael Baskoff 11
Andy Hayes 3
Gregg Franco 11
Frank Taylor 10
Mike Dudevoir 11
Marc Salafia 11
Jon Freeman 5
Peter Hoizef 4
Chase Toogood 3
Goalkeepers GP
Craig Anderson 9
P.J. Louis 2
SV%
Anderson .876
Louis .792
Jones's Run Is Second-Longest
Saturday's 98-yard touchdown run by football
halfback Ray Jones was the second-longest run from
scrimmage in school history, and the seventh of 90
Joe Carroll (v. Wesleyan) IS
Ray Jones (v. Bowdoin) IS
Charlie Sticka (v. Coast Guard) IS
Israel Xanders (v. NYU) 1S
Earl Ramsdell (v. Wesleyan) li
Earl Ramsdell (v. Connecticut) IS
Jack Corcoran (v. Worcester) XS
Courtesy: Sports Information Dept. I
GA
12
5
GAA
1.24
2.50
MIN
960
180
W-L-T
3-5-1
1-1-0
sv
85
19
so
2
1
College #ieto Cafe
Marty's Famous
Costume Party
Tuesday October U t /opm-l23Oatn
4th for
rew (i
Tuesdays $3.50 Pitchers* Thursdays $4.50 Pitchers'
1 1,V-
1 ^  * t
Women's Tennis
Season Records
SINGLES
Erica Veysey
Erica Mann
Carrie Birgbauer
Holly Nelson
Katie Reifenheiser
Abiah Folger
Sarah Maloney
Anne Chick
DOUBLES
Folger/Mann
Birgbauer/Folger
Birgbauer/Mann
Maloney/Veysey
Birgbauer/Nelson
Chick/Folger
Nelson/Veysey
Chick/Reifenheiser
Maloney/Mann
i
I
A
£
Final Regular
1-0
4-1
7-2
7-2
7-2
7-4
7-4
5-5-1
8-0
1-0
1-0
1-0
4-3
1-1
1-1
3-6
0-2
1.000
.800
.778
.778
.778
.636
.636
.500
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
.571
.500
.500
.333
.000
[Trinity 14, Bowdoin 12
Bowdoin (0-5)
I Trinity (3-2)
6 0 6
8 0 0
TEAM STATISTICS
First Downs
Rushes-Yards
Passing
Punt Returns
Kickoff Returns
Interceptions-Ret
Comp-Att-Int
Sacked-Yards Lost
Punts
Fumbles-Lost
Penalties-Yards
I Time oF Possession
SCORING SUMMARY
First Quarter
T-Ray Jones 98 run (kick blocked), 5:46.
I Second Quarter
I T—Jones 15 run (Joe Mullaney pass to Tom Kaija), M
B—Jon Beedy 6 pass from John Wihbey (kick failed),
7 M
[Jrnthv
J failed), 32:29.
A-342
tit return (pa
INDIVIPUAL STATISTIC
RUSHING-Bowdoin, Tony Molinai i 20-99,
Cavanaugh 1-14, Justin Eidridge 4-5, Nat Wysor 5-2,
I Wihbey 8-(minus 23), Ramon Martinez 8-(minus 29).
Trinity, Jones 20-139, Mullaney 13-38, Mike Ranieri 9-
30, Brian Byrne 2-12, Rob Kane 2-5, Kaija 1-4.
I PASSING-Bowdoin, Martinez 7-14-1-68, Wihbey 6-
13-0-39. Trinity, Mullaney 1-8-1-3.
I REGErVING-Bowdoin, Tony Teixeira 4-4(5, Beedy 3-
16, Molinari 2-16, Andy Kenney 2-14, Christopher
Day l-10,John Paquet 1-5. Trinity, Byrne 1-3.
RAY JONES'97
RYAN HANKARD '96
Jones, a halfback, and Hankard, a
I linebacker, have been instrumental in
heading the football team to a three-game
I win streak,
Jones has rushed for over 100 yards in
leach of the three victories. Against
j Bowdoin this past Saturday he ran for
1139 yards and two touchdowns,
j including a 98-yard scamper in the first
I quarter. For the season, Jones has
• accumulated 552 yards rushing and seven
I touchdowns in five games.
Hankard, the team's captain, was
j named NiESCAC and ECAC player of the
I week for his twelve-tackle performance
I against Tufts two weeks ago. On
I Saturday, he sacked the Polar Bear
I quarterback to foil Bowdoin's game-
I tying two-point conversion try, then
Irecovered the ensuing onside kick to
Ihelp seal the Bantam victory. Hankard is
I the team's leading tackier with 65.
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Gridders Outslosh Bowdoin For Third Straight Win
BY PETER GUINEY
Sports Writer
AfterstartingO-2 forthe first
time since 1979, the football team
has returned to its traditional
winning ways. With its 14-12
victory over Bowdoin this past
weekend, Trinity, which has had
15 consecutive winningseasons,
has won three straight games
and is now over .500 this season.
"We're on theTright track.
After losing our first two games
the team set a goal of winning
our last six games, so we're half
way there," said defensive back
Aric Alibrio '96.
This past Saturday, in a
game that looked more like a
mud wrestling match than a col-
lege football game, the Bantams
held on in the game's closing
seconds to beat the Polar Bears.
With heavy rain and driving
winds, Bowdoin came back from
a 14-0 deficit to close within two
points. With :06 seconds left in
the game, the Polar Bears at-
tempted a field goal to win the
game. But a mishandled snap
thwarted the Bowdoin kick at-
tempt and Trinity was spared
the victory.
The Bantams got on the
board first when Ray Jones '97
made a 98-yard touchdown run,
the second longestin school Vus-
Ryan Hankard (10) was named ECAC defensive player of the week against
Tufts two Saturdays ago.
tory. This gave the Bantams a 6-
0 lead. Jones, who has rushed
for more than 100 yards in each
of the last three games, also
scored on the first play of the
second quarter when he scam-
pered in from 15 yards. For the
two-point conversion, quarter-
back Joe Mullaney '98 found
Tommy Kaija '98 in the back of
the end zone to make the'score
14-0. •
The Bantams appeared to
have a third score in the game in
the third quarter. TightendMatt
Defiore '96 caught a pass from
Mullaney and rumbled 79 yards
for an apparent touchdown.
However, the play was called
back because of a holding pen-
alty behind the play.
"Bowdoin managed to score
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its first touchdown before half-
time when Jon Beedy caught a
6-yard pass from John Wihbey.
With the failed extra-point at-
tempt, The Bantams went into
the break with a 14-6 lead.
In the second half the rain
fell harder and the game became
sloppier. For most of the second
half, neither team could control
the ball as • they traded punts'
and fumbles. On the game the
teams combined for 14 fumbles,
16 penalties and 16 punts. Then,
late in the fourth quarter,
Bowdoin was given a window
of opportunity to win.
Bowdoin scored its second
touchdown of the game on a
play that typified the conditions
of the afternoon. With Trinity
punting for the ninth time, Jon
Golas '96 tried to scoop a low
snap out of the mud. Golas
picked up theballandattempted
to kick it but it was blocked by
Tony Molinari. Bowdoin's Jim
Cavanuagh picked up the ball
and ran 53 yards for the score.
With the score 14-12,
Bowdoin attempted to tie the
game with a two point conver-
sion. However, linebacker Ryan
Hankard '96 sacked Bowdoin
quarterback Ramon Martinez in
the backfield to keep the Polar
Bears from tying the game.
"They were in a passing set
and I dropped into coverage first
but I knew he liked to run and I
just forced the play," said
Hankard.
On the ensuing kickoff, the
Polar Bears tried anon-side kick.
But Hankard fell on the ball,
and the Bantams took over at
midfield withjustover two min-
utes left in the game. With the
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Heather Moig«u» marks a Bowdoin player in Saturday's game. OISIUBOII
Women's Tennis Finishes
Fourth In New England"
BYADAMKURKJIAN
Sports Writer
At the beginning of the year,
women's hockey team co-cap-
tain, Heather Morgan '96, knew
there would be parity in the
NESCAC this year. In its last six
games the Bantams have expe-
rienced the balance competition,
winningthreegames,losingtwo
and tying one.
"Our league is close, but
we have not played a full game
yet this season. Some games
our defense plays well and in
other.games it is our offense,"
said Morgan. "We know we
have the talent to make the
ECAC tournament and win it."
The week started on a good
note when the Bantams beat
Connecticut College 1-0. Trin-
ity took an early lead when Jory
Waldman '97 scored her fourth
goal of the year off a pass from
Anna Norland '98.
The victory turned out to
be costly for the Bantams as
Morgan suffered an ankle in-
jury in the second half. She was
sidelined for the remainder of
the game and was forced to sit
out the next game against Colby.
In that game the White
Mules entered with a lowly 1-6
record, but came away with the
1-0 overtime upset over the Ban-
tams. Goalie Kirsten Skedd '98
once again played well, making
17 saves, twelve of which came
in the overtime periods. How-
ever, the offense's woes carried
over from the Conn College
game as the Bantams failed to
score in 22 shots on goal.
, "It was easily the most frus-
trating game to watch of my
.career," said Morgan. . ••''
The loss.dropped Trinity's
record to 5-3.
In their next game the Ban-
tams rebounded by beating
Smith College, 2-1. The Pio-
neers came to Trinity with a de-
ceptively weak record of 2-7-1,
but played the Bantams tough,
"They were much better
than their record indicated,"
observed Morgan, who returned
to play after nursing her ankle
for one game.
The Bantams got on the
Scoreboard early when Ashley
Rnowles '98 scored her fifth goal
of the season. Trinity increased
its lead to 2-0 when Katie Altshul
'97 scored her second goal of the
year.
Altshul's score was an im-
portant insurance goal for the
Bantams,-because Smith an-
swered quickly with 16 minutes
left in the game on a goal by
Margaret Benkhe. The Pioneers
continued to threaten for the
remainder of the game, pepper-
ing Skedd with shots. But
Trinity's defense of Kelly
Flaman '99, Alexa Raether '96,
please turn to page 22
BY LIZ ALEXANDER
Sports Writer
The pastthree weeks have
beeri very eventful for the
women's tennis team. The Ban-
tams' season has ended with
the result they had been hop-
ing for all year long.
The team finished higher
than fifth at the New Englands.
With their 4th place finish
they were included amongthe
elite teams of Division III such
as Williams, Colby, and Am-
herst.
The team finished with a
regular season record of 7-4.
This was the same as last
season's mark, which was a bit
of a disappointment. But in
1995, their wins were a combi-
nation of blow-outs and close
matches and when they lost
their matches itwas.most likely
because of a few points going
the other way.
Before traveling to the
New Englands, the Bantams
played schools with a variety
of styles and abilities. Before
reading week. The University
of Hartford stormed the cam-
pus and stunned the short-
handed Bants, 5-4, In the past
this team has been less of a
challenge, but it just wasn't
Trinity's day.
In a match played in the
fieldhouse due to bad weather,
Trini ty played without regular
No. 5 player Carrie Birgbauer
'97, who was attending a fam-
ily function. Sarah Maloney
'99 moved up to #5 and Erica
Mann '99 filled in at #6 for the
afternoon! The doubles line-up
also had to be shifted.
After Trinity's disappoint-
ing loss to the Hawks, the Ban-
tamhostedVassar College. The
Bantams manhandled Vassar
8-1.
"Vassar turned out to be
less of a challenge than once
thought," said Maloney.
"There had been rumors of the
improvement of their program,
so we were happy to get by,
even though Birgbauer was still
away,"
The results were impres-
sive, numerous quick two set
wins. The exception was Abiah
Folger '98's matchFolger, play-
ing in the third spot, almost
was defeated due to concentra-
tion lapses in the first set of her
match against Vassar's Marisa
Hansen. But she eventually
gained full control and tri-
umphed over Hansen 1-6,6-3,
6-2,
A tactical move in this
matchby coach Wendy Bartlett
paid off. Bartlett decided to
keep the .third doubles team of
Folger and Mann intact, instead
moving Erica Veysey '99 to the
second spot to play with
Nelson. Folger and Mann
emerged victorious, 8-4. The
team's record at week's end
Stood at 5-3.
The Bantams then traveled
to Middletown to face rival
Wesleyan on the 11th.
Wesleyan has had many prob-
lems playing Trinity in the past
so the Lady Bants were happy
to not falter. The home fans did
pleuse turn to page 7,2
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